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Introduction

This thesis is a history of Malays in Singapore. It will show how Malays have attempted to locate themselves in Singapore society since Singapore's independence, by tracing the formation of a certain Malay psychological agency. The chief source of data is the Malay language newspaper *Berita Harian / Berita Minggu*, while the last part of the thesis mainly uses fieldwork participation and observation. As a theoretical framework the study uses Lacan's notion of psychological agency as further developed by Slavoj Žižek and Ghassan Hage.

The study shows how Malays are motivated by a desire to be accepted as part of mainstream Singapore society. This drives them to perform a patterned set of conducts: examining themselves critically, detecting flaws and setting those problems as targets for improvement. They do this by their own initiative and for their own good, without necessarily being aware that their discourses and conducts are reconfirming the mainstream ideologies. This casts a new light on the notion of minority agency. It is commonly presumed that minorities are a seed of conflict and therefore tend to displace the centrality of the majority. This thesis shows that a certain type of ethnic minority agency does not do so but is in fact complicit with the goals of the majority or power-holders while acting for itself to attain its own goals.

Chapter 1 firstly explains a personal connection between the writer and the research topic, and outlines the position of Malays in Singapore. It discusses how useful theories on nationalism and ethnicity are for examining these Malays, and explains the choice of theoretical framework for this study and choice of data sources.

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 both focus on the period from 1965 to 1970. Chapter 2 examines how the majority or the power-holders tried to control the Malays in Singapore during this time, and where the Malays were located in independent Singapore under the new government. Chapter 3 examines a Malay response to the state's challenge to choose between the state-approved ideology of meritocracy, and the ideology of *Bumiputra* or...
affirmative action for Malays. It shows how firstly Malay MPs accepted the ideology of meritocracy as the path for Malays, and then other politically engaged Malays came to work together with the MPs, based on a common desire to be respected by the majority as equal Singaporeans. This led to a landmark seminar in 1970 at which it was declared that Malays in Singapore would transform themselves into an agency fit to perform meritocracy and thus to participate in nation-building.

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 both examine Malay discourses and conduct in the 1970s. In Chapter 4, we see how Malay MPs decided to lead Malays to make themselves fit to perform by the logic of meritocracy like the other ethnic groups in Singapore. This gave rise to a set of Malay conducts for self-improvement under the slogan “Change Attitudes”. Politically engaged Malays began to participate in this “Change Attitudes” campaign through a series of public seminars and through forums and discussions conducted in newspapers, while this campaign was also consumed by a broader audience of Malay newspaper readers.

Chapter 5 examines “Change Attitudes” in the 1970s with respect to two issues, Malay education and attitudes of Malay women. Malay MPs, journalists, and leaders and members of organisations participated in this exemplary set of conducts, as a road to achieving their desire to become part of the Singapore mainstream. During this decade this campaign of self-improvement also became a way for Malays to obtain temporary satisfaction, by demonstrating measurable achievements that brought them closer to acceptance as decent Singaporeans.

In Chapter 6 we see how the same Malay agency was a powerful force in the 1980s. By now the relevant Malay conducts of finding problems within oneself and setting them as targets for fixing seems largely reflexive, and is performed even without the impetus of the explicit slogan of “Change Attitudes”. At the start of this decade the government pinpointed Malays as (still) lagging behind the other ethnic groups in the field of education, and politically engaged Malays responded to this with the massive self-help project of conceiving and forming the Educational Council *Mendaki*. 
Chapter 7, in a departure from the historical approach and focus on newspaper data in earlier chapters, demonstrates how the Malay agency of “Change Attitudes” is still active in the 21st century. It examines a small and newly created volunteer organization, An-Nisaa, which provides classes for Indonesian domestic workers. The origins and practices of An-Nisaa reveal how its Malay members sense the gaze of the non-Malay communities and take action to detect and remove any threat to their reputation as decent Singaporeans. It thus illustrates how the desire to be accepted as equal Singaporeans influences the conduct of some ordinary Malays in their everyday lives far beyond the realm of political mobilization.
Chapter 1 Background

1.1 Junction between the Malays in Singapore and myself

When I was in Singapore, I was often asked by Singaporeans why I was working on Singapore. Or instead of this direct question, some people asked me in a sophisticated way why I am working on Singapore history, instead of Japanese history. And while I was conducting my field work, Malay Singaporeans often asked me if my husband was a Malay Singaporean. These questions reveal how our society has become polarized between the people who come to move more globally and the people who stay in their domestic sphere physically and psychologically, as a social effect of globalization well illustrated by Zygmunt Bauman.¹

To those who stay in their domestic sphere, what I was doing was rather peculiar. Why on earth does a non-Singaporean work on Singapore? If we push this notion a little further in a rather critical direction, their question can be this: can you really understand Singapore despite the fact that you are not Singaporean? In fact, this question was raised in various forms by Singaporeans at conferences when I presented papers, in terms of “You do not know anything about Singapore, because you are not Singaporean.”²

These were actually good questions. They require me to show what is the relation between myself and Singapore, or in the case of this thesis, Malays in Singapore. The connection point between myself and Malays in Singapore is our similar location in our own society: as an included yet differentiated minority within it. I have long considered myself as belonging to such a minority in Japanese society. This was because of transnational movement of the global elites which began in the 1970s. My father happened to be one of these people who moved globally to seek jobs.

I was born in Japan to Japanese parents. My father had already started his life as a young academic. His speciality was plant DNA – a new fringe area of research which

² Most strikingly, it was at the conference titled “Handing over the rei(g)ns: Civil society under Lee Hsien Loong” held at University of Wollongong on 21st October 2004.
was not even given a proper department in the university. Those who took the risk of researching in it were dumped into one room as a group of geeks who dared to do something inter-disciplinary.

When he finished his PhD, predictably, it was not easy to find a job. This was when he began to think of living overseas to continue his research and feed his family. After living in several countries in continental Europe, we eventually settled in (then) West Berlin.

West Berlin in the late 1970s and early 1980s was a peculiar place even in the eyes of an 8 year old child. I attended a local school. Perhaps because of its geo-political location as an island in a sea of socialism, with the Wall as a constant reminder of the border, my German classmates were intensely conscious of their identity as West Berliners and West Germans. I sometimes came across them talking about how proud they were of West Berlin.

My own identity was inevitably constructed against theirs. My yellow skin, black eyes and hair, and foreign accent made me aware that I was different from them. And instead of trying to be one of them, I adopted the strategy of claiming my authenticity as a “native” Japanese. I needed to present myself as “Japanese” to my classmates. My parents took a strong role in this, admonishing me often to remember I am not a Berliner, or a German, but Japanese.

Once a week in Berlin I went to a supplementary Japanese school run by volunteer teachers, and I liked it very much because it had a lot of books written in Japanese about Japan. In particular, I loved the history books on Japan. And I was happy when I came across some lines which mentioned how aesthetically sensitive Japanese culture is, or how wonderful Japanese tradition is. I wanted to be as proud of Japan and being Japanese as my classmates were of Berlin and being West Berliners. And indeed, I was one of the proudest Japanese about Japan, even though the information and knowledge I had managed to obtain about it was often inaccurate or else distorted by me.
When I got back to Japan, my delusions were wretchedly torn apart. I, who was very
proud of everything about Japan and Japanese, was seen as “different.” I failed to
conform, every day, in a million details of my behaviour and speech, and my
classmates at junior high school ostracised me. My confidence and sense of my own
core were smashed. Wasn’t I Japanese? In a sense, yes. But I was quickly made to
realise I was a little different.

“A little different” is important in this context. I am not allowed to become a totally
different entity, an Other, like foreigners in Japanese who are non-Japanese by both
ancestry and culture (or like me in Berlin). If I had been such an Other, then the
majority around me would have lacked authority to critically pinpoint my differences,
because Others are outside the border or the structure of the society, not within. I was
included within the concept of Japanese because of my ancestry, my legal status, and
my comprehensible (although strange) command of the language. In other words, I
was included, yet differentiated.

I did not have a concept of “minority” at that time. The only thing I palpably knew
was that this difference of mine was perceived as something negative, and so it came
to feel, and so it has remained through my life.

As I grew up in Japan, this feeling created a desire in my mind. I wanted to be
recognized as an equal part of the ideal majority (who I could not always see). This
desire led me to achieve things which were considered decent, or symbols of status,
such as gaining degrees from the ‘right’ universities or prestigious jobs.

While attempting to be acknowledged as a part of decent Japanese, I did not see that I
was helping to consolidate the centrality of the values of the majority and to maintain
its definition of what ‘Japanese’ is like. I truly believed that in trying to locate myself
within decent Japanese people and gain recognition, I was acting for my own good,
for my own sake, and not for the good as defined by the majority of Japanese people.
However from a wider perspective, my conduct can be seen as a way of reinforcing
the norms, ideologies and values of the majority. This is one of the roles that a
minority – included and yet differentiated – performs in a society.
While doing my fieldwork in Singapore, I gradually began to associate myself with Malays in Singapore. Increasingly, through my conversations with Malays that I met and through my reading of their discourses in newspapers, I came to realise how much alike we were. In their case, discourses of the majority or of the powerful (in their case the government) constantly differentiate them as underachievers in that society. They are defined as different from the rest of the Singapore society in the sense that they are always less successful than other ethnic groups. As a response to these constant comparisons between themselves and other ethnic groups, the Malays continually try to prove themselves to the government and the rest of Singapore society, in order to come to be accepted as an equal part of it. This location of theirs as a minority which is included and yet differentiated, connects them with me within my society in Japan. In other words, I see myself in them across the borders of the nation-states.

1.2 An included yet differentiated community

Statistically, the Malays are not the only minority in Singapore the Chinese are the largest ethnic group (76.3%), and the rest of the Singapore population consists of Malays (13.8%), Indians (8.2%), and Others (1.7%). However, it is Malays who are constantly demarcated as the minority community in Singapore, in the sense that they are performing a little differently from the rest of the Singapore society.

In order to understand the minority-ness of the Malays in the context of the Singapore society, we must consider the national ideology deployed by the government. The government provides a set of 'should-do' values and norms to maximise national productivity. If a Singaporean can pursue and succeed in achieving these presented targets or goals, then that person is proving his or her capability and worth. Each individual is valued based on his/her achievement of these targets and goals, and the winners who are capable of achieving them become the mainstream of the Singapore society. This majority is located in contrast to the Malays in Singapore who, because

---

of their underachievement, are almost but not exactly a part of it. The Malays are the stigmatized minority in this sense – as later chapters will demonstrate.

A key criterion for locating Malays within their society in Singapore, then, is their underachievement. They have been regarded as backward compared to other ethnic groups in the society ever since Singapore became independent. Terms such as "lagging behind," "backward" and "underachieving" have been frequently used to describe them. This status of theirs is affirmed by the government and has been widely recognized by the wider society since the 1970s. In this sense, they are pinpointed by the media, academics and government ministers as "the" minority in Singapore.

It has often been observed how a powerful majority creates elements of difference within a given society, in order to assert the unity of the nation, but my attention is rather on how the minority in this case, Singapore Malays, respond to the government and the majority. How do they create their own agency? Are they angry about the powerful or the majority and is the agency of minority therefore created as a counter to the power-holder? In this case, the Malays would be constantly constructed by a binary clear border between the government and the Malays. Or are they happily assimilated by the powerful and merged into the majority? In the case of the Malays in Singapore, it seems that both contentions might be true. These may not be simple alternatives.

Homi K. Bhabha’s notion of minority agency is helpful for understanding this. According to Bhabha, the agency of a minority is aroused in the space where two elements, power/colonizer/ dominant majority and powered/colonized/minority, meet each other. The minority agency is constructed and defines itself in relation to the powerful majority. In this process, the minority neither stays precisely what it was before it encountered the majority, nor does it comprehensively internalize the majority into itself. Its agency is aroused in between minority and majority, as a hybridized agency. Singapore Malays are indeed constructed in a space between the majority and the minority, as by Bhabha’s model. However in another respect, Bhabha’s model does not seem fully to capture the nature of the Malay minority

---

agency examined in this thesis. According to Bhabha, a function of such an agency of the subordinate/colonized/minority is to displace the dominant discourses of the power/colonizer/dominant majority. However this particular Malay agency is best understood as not displacing those discourses.

A conversation I had with a Malay woman exemplifies how the Malays tend in their everyday life to enact the values and goals set by the government. It was around the time of the Hari Raya holiday in 2002 when I was attached to the National University of Singapore. I exchanged greetings with a cleaning lady who is a Malay Singaporean. She asked me if I was planning to go somewhere or to visit family during Hari Raya holidays. I said I wasn’t, as I had no family here. Then she kindly invited me to her place to celebrate Hari Raya. Though I did appreciate her kind invitation, my research work was behind schedule, so I politely declined. Sharply, she looked at me and said, “Not teroris. Moderat. Understand or not?” (I am not a terrorist. I am a moderate Muslim. Do you understand or not?).

This woman’s comment makes sense in the light of a National Day speech by (then) Prime Minister Goh Chock Tong. Speaking about Muslims in Singapore (the overwhelming majority of whom are Malays), and as reported in the national newspaper The Straits Times, the Prime Minister had said that Muslims could be classified as either moderates or extremists, and asked moderate Muslims in Singapore to speak up against extremist Muslims.

On the day after that article appeared in the Strait Times, a Muslim man dedicated a letter to a readers’ forum in the same newspaper:

“I was listening to the Prime Minister’s National Day Rally speech and was very moved by his sincerity and care for the people. I would like Mr Goh Chok Tong to know this: I am a Muslim and I will give up everything I have for Singapore willingly, including my life if need be ... I also wish to assure PM

---

5 Conversation dated 2nd December 2002 in both Malay and English.
6 “Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong, yesterday urged Singapore’s Malay/Muslim community to speak up against extremism and build a model Muslim community that is progressive.” The Straits Times, 19th August 2002.
7 Ibid.
Goh that Muslims here are as Singaporean as other Singaporeans, and we are prepared to play our part just like the others.\footnote{The Straits Times, 20\textsuperscript{th} August 2002. The author of this article is Mohamed Taufiq Abdullah.}

This interesting "dialogue" between the Prime Minister and a reader can provide a background to understanding why the cleaning lady responded to me in such a manner. The minority, under the pressure of suspicion of terrorism, is determined to show itself to be on the side of moderate Muslims as the government expects them to be. In this context, Islam and how to be Muslim became an important issue for Malays. This is not because Islam is considered as one of the essential elements to define Malays as in Malaysia, but because how to be Muslim is now problematised and criticized by the state power.\footnote{In Malaysia, Islam is considered as one of the essential elements to define Malays, and subsequently Islam tends to be considered as an inevitable dimension of Malay identity (See Timothy P. Barnard, Contesting Malayness : Malay identity across boundaries, Singapore : Singapore University Press, National University of Singapore, 2004.). This thesis shows the significance of Islam and being Muslim to be conceived in importantly different ways by the Malays of Singapore compared with the situation in Malaysia. It is the aim of this study to grasp a particular agency of Malays seen in a particular Singapore context, namely, in the dynamic between national ideology and a marginalized ethnic group. Regarding Islam and how to be Muslim, the state began to problematise them as negative elements after 1986 when the Israeli president paid an official visit to Singapore. Islam and how to be Muslim then began to have significance in articulating Malay agency after 1986. Chapter 7 deals with such formulations of Islam and how to be Muslim which might be considered as negative elements and therefore need to be developed in ways compatible with the ideal images of Singaporeans.} A question of how to be Muslim locates Malays in a split between ideal Singapore image/ideology and an undesirable marginalized ethnic group, to articulate their agency in response to it.

The embodiment of the state discourse had penetrated to the lower levels of the society without much antagonism or much questioning why the government gazes at the Malays with scepticism, and whether the scepticism is justified. Moreover, what is also important here is that their discourses show that Malays tend not to feel forced to follow the instructions of the government. When Malay Singaporeans perform to prove they can behave as the government instructs, they also tend not to feel this as something imposed or forced. They generally think that they are following the state ideologies, norms, and values by their own rational choice, for their own good. The agency of this ethnic minority therefore does not function in the same way as minority agency does in Bhabha’s model (mentioned above).
The Malays in Singapore, then, are an included yet differentiated ethnic minority. And the agency of this minority is a hybridized agency created between Singapore as nation and the Malays as ethnicity. However, in the case of the Malays in Singapore, unlike in Bhabha’s model, this agency seems to consolidate the power in the scope of the Singapore society, by their very own performances or discourses. This is so despite the fact that Malays often claim that the Malays make efforts for their own sakes and not for the government. Every time I came across this claim in my conversations with Malays, it made me wonder what sort of logic enables such an agency to arise and persist. This question also came back to my own question about myself. Why did I try to be approved of as a decent Japanese, without realising the meanings of my conduct in the scope of the Japanese society? What sort of logic did I have at that time to construct myself or be constructed as an agency of endeavour to obtain approval as a decent Japanese?

The central question of this thesis therefore is as follows. How have the Malays in Singapore come to perform as they do, namely, to strive constantly to prove themselves a part of mainstream Singapore society? In order to answer this question, this study attempts to analyse psychological perceptions current among Malays in Singapore when interacting with the power-holder/the majority. It does so by examining the discourses and actual conduct by which they have attempted to locate themselves in Singapore society.

1.3 Theoretical framework

This thesis argues that Singapore Malays constitute neither a nation nor an ethnic group, but rather experience an agency that is activated behind these two. If so, theories that deal with nationalism or with ethnicity are unlikely to produce fully satisfactory accounts of their hybridized agency. But then where can we turn? This section examines the potential and limitations of theories of nationalism and ethnicity for this purpose, and then considers alternative approaches to the psychology of hybridized agency.

1.3.1 Nationalism
As for theories on Nationalism, the point that needs to be made here is in fact simple. Theories on nationalism share one fundamental characteristic: their interest in the one-ness of the nation. From the viewpoint of the 21st century, this preoccupation is no longer self-explanatory. Why did scholarly interest focus so much on the one-ness of nation? This can be explained as the reflection of the epistemology in which theories on nationalism were conceptualized.

Interest in the one-ness of nation is constructed in the epistemology of celebrating the nation as a declaration of self-determination of national peoples. The nation-state appeared to promise the release of individuals from feudalism, colonial control, and justified the submission of minority to the majority. Hence nation is celebrated by all its members as “a special priority over other collective identities in the construction of personal identity.”

In such an era, the one-ness of the nation-state is first and foremost presupposed and in real politics it can function as a discursive norm, in particular in “late-comer” nation states. If this integrated oneness is not formed in the case of a certain nation state, then the question asked is why it cannot achieve nation-building. Such lack of integrity is regarded as an indicator of underdevelopment. The nation has become an ideology.

Theories on nationalism based on this epistemology centre on the question of why the one-ness of nation is formed, instead of considering diversities of people within the nation. This way of questioning drives theories to search for the physical systems and institutions which can frame people into one nation. If there is a physical system, institution, or mechanism to frame people into one, then there is a nation. Subsequently, the realm framed by the physical systems or institutions is considered as synonymous with the cognitive scope of the nation conceived in the minds of the people. The presence of physical systems and institutions is conceived as equivalent to what can be imagined through them. To put it differently, these theories have not considered human agency aroused through the psychological perception they imply,

---

and how such human agency might be able to displace the strong one-ness of nation. What this section attempts to demonstrate is this feature of theories of nationalism (modernism, and ethno-symbolism).

1.3.1.1 Modernism

Modernist theories appeared on the scene of nationalism-theorizing as a reaction to the primordialist paradigm. Unlike the primordialists, modernists have reached the consensus that the nation is modern. Nations are considered wholly modern—modern in the sense of being recent. The advent of the nation and its development have walked hand in hand with the rise of modernity. To put it strongly, no modernity generates no nation.

Gellner, as a modernist, studied nationalism in its socio-cultural aspect. He pays attention to what makes people into one homogenized society: in his terms, high culture. He seeks the system which functions to provide a cultural realm universally communicable to members of nation. This system is the national educational system accompanied by industrialization through which high culture was distributed equally to the members of a certain nation.

Before industrialization, culture was polarized between high culture and low culture. Low culture means “most ordinary members’ stock of ideas and symbols in the course of the very process of living, as a part of the daily interchange between kinsmen, neighbours, masters, and disciples.” High culture means “a culture transmitted by formal education, enshrined in texts, and setting up socially transcendent norms.”

The ruling class never tried to bridge this gap, because it facilitates their policies of ‘divide and rule.’ This maintained cultural gap helps “allocate people to their social and geographical niche, inhibits the emergence of far-flung and possibly dangerous

---

12 “Nations were wholly modern—modern in a sense of being recent, i.e. since the French Revolution...” Anthony D. Smith, Nationalism and Modernism: a critical survey of recent theories of nations and nationalism, London: Routledge, 1998, p21.

13 However, apart from this shared basic belief, each modernist nationalism theorist analyses nationalism from different aspects. Umut Özkırımlı, Theories of Nationalism: a critical introduction, London: Macmillan, 2000, p86.

identities and loyalties." This situation also inhibits universal communication to the masses. In such a society, what is important for a person is to be high up on the social hierarchy. The rank system is stabilized by controlling access of members in the community to knowledge.

However, this "agro-literate society" was changed with Industrialization. Industrialization merges high culture and low culture through a homogeneous system of education. Knowledge is now not a privilege of the elite, but also accessible to the mass. This homogenization of society through education generates nationalism. In such circumstances, high culture becomes the pervasive, operational culture of an entire society. Then a modern man as an educated person "is not loyal to a monarch or a land or a faith, whatever he may say, but to a culture." 

Many criticisms of Gellner's model have been made from various viewpoints, of which one is particularly relevant to this study. Gellner considers Industrialization and national education to be the system that forms a homogenous high culture and, subsequently, nation. However, he does not acknowledge that this system can itself be variously interpreted by different human agency.

Hobsbawm shares with Gellner the notion that nation is modern. However, while Gellner tries to clarify the social structure which brings people to see themselves as a nation, Hobsbawm tries to bring back human beings as subjects of nationalism. His starting point is an attempt to understand how nationalism includes the masses. However, he does not analyse how the mass comprising the majority of the nation conceives the nation in their minds, but how the mass is controlled and driven by the ruling elite to see the same nation. From this perspective, Hobsbawm's nationalism theory falls into the same pattern as Gellner's: both propose that the system

---

17 Ozkirimli, 2000, pp.137-143. In this section, a well summarized critique about Gellner is provided. Also see Stein Tønnesson and Hans Antlov, 'Asia in Theories of Nationalism and National Identity,' in Stein Tønnesson and Hans Antlov eds. Asian Forms of the Nation, Richmond, Surrey: Curzon, 1996, pp.1-40. The significant point made is that that in the non-west, Gellner's claimed chronological order (premodern - industrialization- nation/modern) did not apply.
18 Ozkirimli, 2000, pp.140-41.
20 Hobsbawm, 1990, p11.
manipulated by the elite is equivalent to what is conceived in the minds of the mass, and assume that the mass is impressionable and this kind of engineering is possible.

Hobsbawm highlights how the elite controls and includes the mass by manipulating nationalism. The elite consciously invents incentives to control the masses by enshrining particular meanings, to signify nation. What is signified by this tradition differs over times in response to the demands of the masses. The point is, facing the necessity of receiving input from the masses, the elite managed to reshape an ideology as nationalism to make it sensible and convincing in the eyes of the masses. In short, social engineering of nationalism by the elite (by inventing new traditions, manipulating and filtering them as symbols of nation, or national ideology) creates the nation.

Hobsbawm identifies two different types of nationalism based on how the nation is invented. From 1830 to 1870, there was a democratic nationalism created by the French Revolution. Patriotism was felt toward the state which could realize democratic politics through its citizens. From 1870-1914 was ethno-linguistic nationalism. In this period, the masses gradually came to participate in politics through elections. In order to establish a citizenry of the state which included the masses, despite the historical novelty of the nation for them, the elite used invented traditions, or history, as key incentives to legitimate action or cultivate group cohesion. Social engineering by such means as the development of primary education, the invention of public ceremonies, and mass production of public monuments were major innovations in the project of creating the nation. Nationalism became a substitute for social cohesion through a national church, a royal family or other cohesive traditions; or become collective group self-presentation, a new secular religion.

Hobsbawm clearly stated his intention of looking at the masses as the subject of nationalism, nevertheless, as we saw above, what he has examined is the response of the elite to the masses, gauged to unify them into one-nation. In his narratives, he

---

22 Hobsbawm, 1990, p12.
23 Hobsbawm, 1990, p270.
depicts the elite as capable of leading and manipulating the masses. What the elite created by manipulating nationalism is equated to the unitary nation including the masses.

Hobsbawn thus makes the same assumption as Gellner: that the scope of the nation invented by the elite is coterminous with the scope of what is conceived and interpreted by the mass. As a result he is much closer to Gellner than he might suppose.

Like Gelner and Hobsbawm, Anderson is interested in what makes the nation possible. As he himself says, he and Gellner are on common ground in asserting that nation is an artefact. In Anderson’s view, nationality and nation-ness are cultural artefacts of a particular kind. He defines the nation as an imagined political community. It is imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign. These imagined political communities are to be distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but solely by the style in which they are imagined.

Though Anderson focuses on the style in which nations are conceived, he also investigates the systems which drive people to conceive this new kind of community, such as printing capitalism, educational systems, and bureaucratic pilgrimages. The scope of the community as framed by these systems is again synonymous with the scope of what people imagine nation to be.

Deploying the concept of imagined communities, Anderson distinguishes four different modules of nationalism: Creole, Vernacular, Official, and Colonial. Creole nationalism is imagined through printing capitalism and administrative pilgrimages in both North and South America. A horizontally-imagined shared frame was created by the circulation of newspapers across regional and social boundaries. A vertically-imagined frame was created by the bounds of administrative pilgrimages, enabling people to see the line drawn between the suzerain and colony (as well as the horizontal ties among fellow administrative pilgrims). Creole functionaries met their

colleagues as fellow pilgrims. In coming across people coming from different areas within the administrative pilgrimage (such as within Brazil), they posed a question: why are we here together? Vertically, Creoles never dreamed of being invited to Madrid to hold official positions. Closed administrative pilgrimages help people to image the possible size of the circle, or nation.

In vernacular nationalism, the leading actors were “persons whose profession largely consisted of the handling of language: writers, teachers, pastors, and lawyers”26. The publications they produced, such as dictionaries and grammars, helped their own language standardize to form the basis of a printed language. Community was gradually activated by the coalition of the local bourgeoisie as customers of printing capitalism, language professionals as producers, and local capitalists as financial investors, whose publications circulated through the market. Also, importantly, by this stage of history, through each printing language, people could obtain a manual of how to build nationalism as it had already been done in France, through the French Revolution, and in the American continent.

Official nationalism is, in Anderson’s words, “an anticipatory strategy adopted by dominant groups which are threatened with marginalization or exclusion from an emerging nationally-imagined community”27. Needless to say, this is carried out by an aristocratic ruling class. This module of nationalism is a “conjuring-trick”28. The two opposing political orders, one ancient (dynastic empire), and one quite new (nation), are willed to merge by stretching “the short, tight, skin of the nation over the gigantic body of the empire.”29 How was this possible? The artificial correspondence between the two political orders is realized by employing devices such as national education, propaganda organized by the state, and militarism. These provided a common realm of imaginable community. This type of nationalism overlaps an existing political realm with imagined communities and makes this look natural.30

30 As an important point, this naturalization does not mean the empire becomes available or accessible to all people within it as in popular nationalism. Hierarchical devices necessary to preserve or justify the existing imperial power were fully used on one hand, but on the other hand skillfully hidden. This hierarchical difference finds expression in different conditions in each empire. 小熊英二 Oguma Eiji,
As the last wave, Anderson mentions colonial nationalism which copies, adopts, or combines the various existing models. The key spokespersons for colonial nationalism are lonely, bilingual intelligentsia unattached to either colonial masters or local society. For them, the scope of nation was created by administrative pilgrimages and education systems. The expansion of the colonial state invited ‘natives’ into schools and offices, and into colonial capitalism, yet excluded them from boardrooms. They became aware that the empire would never let them reach the top of the administrative spiral staircase. The horizontal tie among different ‘natives’ is created by the local education system. Encounters with fellow natives through textbooks in school without any physical encounters nonetheless enable them to envisage a blueprint of future nation. Thus, the interlocking of particular educational and administrative pilgrimages provided the territorial base for new ‘imagined communities’ in which natives could come to see themselves as ‘nationals.’

Anderson is much more concerned with the psychological dimension of nationalism than the other two modernist theorists are. Even if the nation is unfounded, he asserts, it is imagined and given a life as if it were real. However, the point for Anderson is a combination of the systems in which nation is conceived. When he explains the formation of this psychological scope of the nation, he nevertheless still attributes it to physical systems. Each different pattern of nationalism has its own set of systems which makes a particular scope of the idea of nation possible in each historical context. The scope framed by such a set of physical systems equates to what Anderson calls an ‘imagined community.’ So, in Anderson’s theory, we see the usual assumption of equivalence between the scope of identity created by systems and that in people’s minds. Again, there does not seem to be a consideration of possible diverse readings of the nation that might be created by these sets of systems.

The point shared by these three modernist theorists, then, is a transparency between the realm of nation as framed by physical systems and as conceived/perceived by human agency. All three theories therefore view the nation as one or as ideally one.

This perception privileges questions of why and how the one-ness of the nation is formed, at the expense of asking why this is a more worthwhile enquiry than also exploring the limits of this one-ness.

1.3.1.2 Ethno-symbolism

This circumscribed approach to nation is not quite avoided by a second type of theory of nationalism either; namely, ethno-symbolism. Ethno-symbolism is a critical reaction to the modernist approach, with its key words of “modern”, “created”, “elite-constructed”, and “social engineering” indicating that nationalism is another side of modernity. By contrast, the ethno-symbolist approach formulated by Anthony Smith emphasises the cultural continuity of the ethnie.

Smith defines ethnie in the pre-modern era as a group of people that is constituted, not by lines of physical descent, but by the sense of continuity, shared memory and collective destiny; that is, by lines of cultural affinity embodied in myths, memories, symbols, and values retained by a given cultural unit of population.\textsuperscript{32} Ethnie as the origin of a nation is defined as “a named human population which shares myths and memories, a mass public culture, a designated homeland, economic unity and equal rights and duties for all members.”\textsuperscript{33}

Ethno-symbolists closely examine the journey from ethnie in premodern times to nation in modern. In this way they attempt to disclose why and how nation comes about from ethnie. They claim not to reduce national identity to physical changes and conditions (e.g. industrialization), as modernists do, but rather to examine it from a viewpoint of “how far these changes reflect on and disrupt the sense of cultural continuity that binds successive generations together.”\textsuperscript{34} So they do not deny the significance of the modernist’s view. While modernists see the nation as a discontinuity from the premodern and as distinctively modern, ethno-symbolists see the nation as a compound between psycho-cultural elements such as myth (premodern) and drastic physical impacts such as industrialization.

\textsuperscript{34} Smith, 1991, p26.
These *ethnies* began to become nations in the modern era. Smith proposed two routes for this journey. One is lateral (aristocratic), and the other is vertical (vernacular). While the major European countries, Thailand, and Japan are listed as concrete examples of the lateral pattern, listed examples of the vertical pattern are Burma, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and Bangladesh.

In the case of the lateral route, an aristocratic *ethnie* (i.e. the aristocratic group of one *ethnie*) politicizes a national culture, diffuses it among people and gradually makes it penetrate to outlying regions from the ethnic core and down the social scale. The result is a ‘civic type’ of national identity, fuelled by a largely territorial nationalism, but also with the assimilation of ethnic and cultural elements even in the most ardent examples of civic nationalism such as the republican nationalism in France.\(^{35}\) The second route is vertical. This means an *ethnie* is transformed largely under the aegis of an indigenous intelligentsia into one ethnic nation. Native intelligensia and professionals rediscover and re-appropriate a selective ethno-history out of the pre-existing myths, symbols, and traditions to be found in the historical records and in the living memories of ‘the people’, the mainly rural lower strata. This latter day return to an ‘ethnic past’ (or pasts) is a corollary of the nationalist quest for ‘authenticity.’ Only that which can be shown to be ‘genuine’ and ‘ours’ can form the basis for a national identity, and that in turn requires a cultivation of indigenous history and vernacular languages and cultures, and the vernacular mobilization of ‘the people’ in and through their own history and culture. This type of nation is founded on ‘ethnic’ conceptions, and fuelled by nationalism based on ancestral ties.\(^{36}\)

The significance of Smith’s perspective is that he questions the extent to which physical changes like Industrialization affect the scope of national identity. He recognizes the gap between the scope of the nation as people perceive or conceptualize it and the scope of the nation supposedly framed by the systems. However, Smith does not explore a major implication of this gap: the possibility for interpretations of nation by different individual or groups within it. Instead, he still seeks to source a single nation from its premodern *ethnie*. He asserts that in both
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ethnie and nation, the elements of shared myths, shared memories and shared cultures have a significant function to make people feel one ethnie or, in its extended line, one nation. Just as for the modernists systems like high culture energised by industrialization form the frame for people to see themselves as nation, so for Smith, other symbols such as myth, memories, cultures provide this frame. Rather than postulating such frames for the forming of nation it seems important to consider the potential of human agency to distort the one-ness of the nation by providing varied readings of nationhood. History, myths, and memories are read and mis/represented by people. Reading of symbols is relentless and peculiar rather than static and patterned. 37

In conclusion, it might be worth restating the basic argument of this section. Both modernists and ethno-symbolists are concerned with what drives people to conceive one nation. They presume the one-ness of nation as their starting point, and subsequently its one-ness becomes the first thing to explain. Their approach is to identify the systems, conditions or symbols that set the scope of national identity. In this way, the interaction between human agency and these social structures/conditions/symbols is given little attention.

1.3.2 Ethnicity

Some theories of nationalism locate ethnicity in contrast to nation/nationalism. For example, Hobsbawm says:

"Neither language nor ethnicity is essential to the original revolutionary nationalism, of which the USA is the major surviving version ... Classical nineteenth-century liberal nationalism was the opposite of the current search for a definition of group identity by separatism. It aims to extend the scale of human social, and political

37 In addition, the sum of each item of symbols does not create the whole realm of identity. As Craig Calhoun pointed out, "Nations cannot be defined effectively by empirical measures of whether they are actually able to achieve sovereignty, to maintain integrity by defending themselves against internal splits, or to enforce sharp boundaries, by whether their culture is perfectly unified or particularly ancient." Calhoun, 1997, p5.
and cultural units: to unify and expand rather than to restrict and separate.”

Hobsbawm goes on in a similar vein:

“Nationalism belongs with political theory, ethnicity with sociology or social anthropology. It [ethnicity] can take the state or any other form of political organization or it can leave it alone…”

A binary contrast between ethnicity and nation is evident here. Theories of ethnicity themselves also conceive of ethnicity in contrast to nation. This enables such theories – further attempts to explain how collective identity is formed – to focus on non-majority groups rather than the majority, and in particular to focus on minorities such as ethnic minorities, or migrants. Theories of ethnicity can be divided into the two broad camps: primordialist and instrumentalist.

This reflects Bell’s division between two kinds of social movements: “symbolic and expressive movements whose ties are primarily affective; and instrumental groups whose actions are bound by a set of common, usually material, interests.” Primordialists identify ethnicity with cultural characteristics, whereas instrumentalists characterise ethnicity as socially/politically constructed through rational choice by individuals. Among instrumentalists, Abner Cohen regards ethnicity as a resource of achieving the social/political goals of members. Paul. L. Brass finds ethnicity to be a political resource for the elite to mobilize people. Hetcher attempts to explain it by
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40 Though studies on ethnicity have also considered diversification within an ethnic group, the goal of theories on ethnicity is to attempt to explain how ethnicity is formed. John Hutchinson and Anthony D. Smith eds., *Ethnicity*, Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1996, pp.3-14.


rational choice theories. What is shared by instrumentalists is not only their ascription of ethnicity to ‘common, usually material, interests,’ but also their presumption that these interests are universally shared by members of the group.

Primordialist approaches can be regarded as attempts to analyse the minds of people (such as affective feelings towards one’s own cultural characteristics). However, they actually represent the scope of ethnic identity as simply equivalent to the scope of shared cultural characteristics. Instrumentalist approaches make less attempt to analyse the minds of people, and moreover they equate the scope of ethnic identity with universally shared, usually material interests. This ensures that both sets of approaches have one feature in common with theories of nationalism: they disregard the role of psychological perception in forming agency.

1.3.3 Ways to grasp the complexity of agency/subject

Let us sum up the characteristics of the way in which collective human agency has been explained, either in terms of nation or ethnicity. Firstly, one-ness of the nation or of ethnicity is assumed. Secondly, agency has been seen as a collective attribute of either the nation or the ethnic group, so the cases have been considered separately. Thirdly, the scope of the nation or of ethnicity conceived in people’s mind is equated with the scope of either nation or ethnicity framed by cultural, physical and material systems.

Two points can be made to clarify the limits of this type of approach. Firstly, the intellectual division of labour between nation and ethnicity does not allow us to grasp the hybridized agency that may be constructed between ethnicity and nation. Yet the history of the non-west has often educated us that creating space for one nation inevitably requires a whole set of new arrangements for ethnicity, territoriality, citizenship and so forth in the residuum created by the colonial masters. Ethnicity,

46 Studies by postcolonialists have pointed out that ethnicity and nation-state in India have been constructed alongside colonial control. See for example, Dipesh Chakrabarty, ‘Governmental Roots of Modern Ethnicity,’ in Dipesh Chakrabarty, Habitations of Modernity: essays in the wake of subaltern studies, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002, pp.80-100. For a well-analysed and demonstrated
nation-state, and colonialism are at stake simultaneously, projected on each other, and inscribed on people through their interpretation or understanding of ethnicity and nation. Hence to fully understand these phenomena of ethnicity and nation, we must discern how those elements are woven together.

Secondly, our psychological being is not framed only by physical and material systems, but also by our interpretations/misinterpretations. Unless we human beings were blank slates to be imprinted with representations, it is illogical to assume that what is expected to become a unitary national representation of nation or ethnicity is precisely 'copied' by every mind. Through the minds’ filters, different imaginations, voices, and notions will emerge. To the extent that this is so, we may begin to question how far the nation is “the many as one,” and rather pay attention to the ‘many and not exactly one.’ This is what we intend to do by considering the perceptions and attitudes of Malays in Singapore.

From the above, it becomes clear what is required of the theoretical framework in order to understand the case of agency in this study: firstly, it needs to be able to analyse human psychology; and secondly, it needs to be able to disentangle various inscriptions of nation, and ethnicity on agency in a given context. The type of theory which enables us to analyse such hybridized agencies using psycho-analysis has been actively developed by post-colonial studies. It rests on a different perspective that enables us to focus on rather complicated entities such as hybridized agency. Homi K. Bhabha provides the concept of ‘double-writing’ to take up this complexity of simultaneous inscription of various elements to form hybridized agency.

1.3.3.1 “Double Writing”

49 Bhabha, 1990.
50 Bhabha, in his essay entitled ‘DissemiNation: time, narrative, and the margins of the modern nation,’ clearly stated that “what I am attempting to formulation this essay are the complex strategies of cultural identification and discursive address that function in the name of ‘the people’ or ‘the nation’ and the immanent subjects and objects of a range of social and literary narratives.” Bhabha, 1990, p293.
This concept of Bhabha’s concerns simultaneous inscription of various elements to form identities.\(^{51}\) This approach is firstly a deconstruction reading of the formation of agency, and secondly an analysis of psychological consciousness. In relation to the previous theories on nation or ethnicity, the key characteristic of Bhabha’s analysis of agency is its focus on how the physical presence of the real world can be interpreted through the screen of the mind and relocated in maps of the mind.

Bhabha aims to elucidate a hybridized agency, such that of Anglo-Indians, by investigating colonial discourses. He shows that the stereotypical binary divide between the west (colonizer) and the non-west (colonized) is constantly re-read by both the west itself and the non-west, and displaced through psychological consciousness and perception. There are two demonstrations about how minds work in encounters with other, from the colonizer to the colonized, and from the colonized to the colonizer. The mental function of the colonizer is called mimicry, while that of the colonized is called mockery. Mockery implies imitation. This imitation is performed by the colonized to become something like the colonial master as the model.

The colonizer tries to penetrate the colonized with his values and norms not only because he feels himself as superior to the colonized, but also because the colonizer feels fear or even adoration toward the colonized when encountering what the latter has and the colonial master does not, such as the masculinity of colonial natives presented by dark shiny skin, and tight chest muscles. While looking at their masculine strength of physical beauty a little contemptuously as the characteristics of barbaric natives, the civilized white master could also feel fear or adoration of it.

This complicated self-consciousness, fear or adoration toward an unknown presence, drives the colonizer to feel that something needs to be done, to maintain the hierarchy between the colonizer and the colonized despite their ambivalent feeling toward the unknown natives, or even to hide their shameful adoration of them. The master locates himself as a model for the colonized and educates them to be like him, the colonial master. However, the master will not accept that the barbaric natives can ever become exactly like him. There is always a gap between the master and the colonized. The

\(^{51}\) Bhabha, 1990, p293.
colonized is at best added to the colonizer, but can never be counted with the colonizer. The colonized remains as the tamed different element to affirm the superior presence of the colonial master. The agency of performing this strategy is called “mimicry,” which means creating (out of the colonized) something almost the same as the colonial master yet not exactly. The colonizer (in Bhabha’s term, “the Pedagogical”) needs to create a secretly uneven relation, due to his fear or adoration.

When the dominant colonizer as the Pedagogical tried to educate people, the subordinate is not simply tamed by the dominant, but also displaces that pedagogical sets of norms and values in exercising them as “the performative.” In the encounter of the colonized as “the performative” with the colonizer as “the pedagogical,” the performative constantly displaces what the pedagogic teaches. It repeats or is obliged to repeat the pedagogic by way of imitating it to become like the pedagogic (e.g. a colonial bureaucrat who is a native Indian in British Malaya trained to become almost same to the colonizer yet not exactly). In the course of this imitation, repetition becomes parodied or caricatured. Through parody, the imitated pedagogic is even made fun of as the lordly authority, an act that displaces the centrality of the idealized model. Subsequently, counter-discourses against the dominant (i.e. the colonizer) are continually evoked, which displaces its totality, and blurs the line between imitation and parody.

This process, called “mockery” by Bhabha, constructs a hybridized agency in the space between dominant and subordinate. For Bhabha this articulation of agency is an active process of struggling by the power and the subordinate and subsequently to create a new site in between the power and the subordinate (the third space). This idea has been developed not only by postcolonial studies but also by anthropology. Raymond Williams has arrived at a similar position to that of Bhabha by deploying Gramsci’s notion of hegemony. By deploying Gramsci’s insight that hegemony is an active reproductive process of struggling to capture hegemony by both the power and the subordinate, Williams defines culture (cultural identity) as a site of battle among
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53 Bhabha, 1990, p299.
54 Bhabha, 1990, p299.
55 Homi K. Bhabha, 1994, p86.
dominant power, counter power, and alternative power to gain cultural hegemony.\textsuperscript{56} This idea thus converges on Bhabha’s idea of the third space between the power and the subordinate.

Bhabha’s notion the creation of a third space by a hybrid minority agency promises to be very useful for the present study of Singapore Malays. However, the precise function which Bhabha proposes for minority agency above may not apply in the present study. Specifically, the function of “mockery” in Bhabha’s illustrations is somewhat different from that of the “mockery” performed by Malays in Singapore.

In Bhabha’s view, the articulation of minority agency seems to be a counter-force to the dominant, a source for decentralization of the position of the dominant, and subsequently a seed for democratization by displacing the dominant discourse. Bhabha’s illustration needs to be understood in its political context. In postcolonial studies, to notice and acknowledge different agency by the third world is an important political stance. However, despite the presence of the different agencies of the non-West, the world is in a way still dominated by the first world or the West and this situation is continued also by the complicity of the non-West. To take one small example, why do we from the non-West go to the West and write in English? Why cannot we just do our academic work where we are and in our non-Western language? All of us participate in this complicity, including myself. This complicity seen in the relation between the majority (the West) and the minority (non-West) is comparable to that of the Malays in Singapore.

Such complicity affects the function of minority agency. Does minority agency always relativize, displace the centrality of the dominant – as in Bhabha’s illustrations? Might it not be that minority agency itself also participates in consolidating the centrality of the dominant? As well as the playful minority agency to democratize the world, there may be a devious minority agency that consolidates the logic of the dominant. And that is the case in this study. In Singapore, the Malay minority

consolidates the norms and the ideologies presented by the majority or the power, in the course of embodying a certain agency. 57

This agency of Malays in Singapore is not simply an internalization of the majority or the powerful, yet it too contributes to consolidate the nation. This agency of the minority is the central focus of this study. And as Bhabha’s model does not explain the behaviour of this particular agency, it is helpful to borrow insights from a more comprehensive model of human psychological agency as well; one that can also account for agencies that behave differently from Bhabha’s. This framework is provided by Slavoj Žižek.

1.3.3.2 Žižek’s subject

Slavoj Žižek builds on Lacan’s notion of “false consciousness.” According to Lacan, our “reality” is always a fantasized view of the Real, as ideology. 58 This fantasized view of the Real creates an object of desire. In order to attain this object, our agency is aroused. Without a fantasized object of desire, our agency does not even exist. 59

As Žižek reminds us, our fantasized view of the Real not only constructs a certain image of fulfilment, but also “endeavours to regulate a certain distance from it.” 60 If we lose our object of desire, for example by attaining it, our agency can no longer be aroused. So by a trick of ideology, we create constant objects to be desired, at a distance from us, in order to sustain ourselves (our subject, our agency). And by another trick to help keep our fantasized objects at a distance, we create an Other in society, which functions as an obstacle to prevent us grasping our desired object. 61

57 This point is made by Yoichi Komori. Komori cites the example of the trajectory of Japanese Imperial power. When it attempted to be a superpower after modernization, Japan imitated and copied the western superpowers to catch up. This mocking caused Japan to colonize neighbouring Asian countries. In reference to this example, Komori pointed out that mockery does not always seem to function as a counter-attack against the dominant discursive formation. This significantly shows another type of mocking in addition to Bhabha’s – the latter being able to release the voice of the less powerful (colonized people, minority) and consequently displace the logic of dominant discourse by the power. 小森陽一[Komori Yoichi], 『ポストコロニアル』 [Postcolonial], 岩波書店[Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten], 2001, p.31.


60 Slavoj Žižek and Glyn Daly, Conversations with Žižek, Cambridge, UK: Polity; Malden, MA : Distributed in the USA by Blackwell Pub., 2004, p.11.

61 Žižek and Daly, 2004, p.12.
We can best grasp Žižek’s notion of agency/subject when it is applied to a concrete case study. Ghassan Hage uses it to study Australian nationalism.\(^6^2\) According to Hage, the fantasized object of desire of white Australians, their necessary and meaningful way, is ‘Australian nation’: an idealised comfortable place for themselves. In this context, non-white Australians are constructed as Other which impede fulfilment of their fantasy. This Other is necessary, in order to maintain the distance of white Australians from their fantasized object of Australian nation. And Hage stresses that this ‘way-to-be’ is a meaningful goal that creates positive value and feelings for white nationalists. So for example, the public voicing of anti-migrant opinions is not just irrational disgruntled talk, but has an uplifting, celebratory function.\(^6^3\)

While Hage’s study focuses on the agency of an empowered white majority, the present study examines the agency of the Malay minority in Singapore. This group has its own ‘false consciousness’ of the Real. Their fantasised object of desire is that they will be able to perform the national ideology, meritocracy, as well as the rest of the Singapore society does. They are activated through the agency of their efforts to achieve their dream of becoming model Singaporeans.

In the case of a majority in society, as Ghassan Hage precisely illustrates, the distance between desire and actualization of that desire is created or controlled by the majority itself. Australian White nationalists need to create obstacles, in order to delay fulfilment of their dream of making Australia a White nation. The basic obstacle is migrants. In order to make their dream of creating a white Australia more meaningful, White nationalism can continually create more obstacles to do with migrants. It is the white Australian majority who has the power to create and control the presence of obstacles in its own path.

In the case of a minority, however, they are not in the position of creating the obstacles. They themselves are stigmatized obstacles. By choosing to try to get closer to the majority, as would-be members of the mainstream, they are those who must


\(^{6^3}\) Ghassan Hage, 1998, pp.48-77.
change themselves. Their efforts to achieve their desire to meet the standards of the majority cannot be directed to an outside entity. Malays themselves are the ones who are labelled as an obstacle – to the enhancement of a productive Singapore. So Malays detect the problems within themselves instead. ‘Something is wrong with us, therefore we have to find it and fix it by ourselves, to achieve our desire to attain the same level as the majority of the Singapore society.’ This is a meaningful decision made willingly by the Malays in order to make their desire or dreams come true. Some day, they can tell themselves, we will stand as high as other ethnic groups. This thesis aims to reveal such a story as it applies to the Malays in Singapore since independence in 1965.

The psychoanalytic notions of Lacan are often used to examine synchronic structures. That is, they are used to understand agencies as they are at a particular point in time. However, as Michiko Shimokawabe points out, there is also a crucial diachronic aspect to development of agency. For a psychological agency in a certain context to reach the point where it has become almost naturalized and so is aroused automatically, requires “the dynamism of time.” In line with this insight, the present study employs an historical approach to understand a particular Malay agency in its Singapore context. It traces the history of that agency to reveal how it has been created and constructed. In doing so it depicts that agency more fully than a purely contemporary picture of it can do. It also demonstrates that the notions of Lacan/Žižek can be usefully applied to understanding structures other than synchronic ones.

1.3.3.3 Relevance of examining psychological agency within the context of Singapore society

A comparison between Malays in Malaysia and Malays in Singapore is helpful to understand the setting of this thesis. In order to overcome the negative image of Malays which was created by colonial discourses, Malays in post-independent Malaysia identified the problems which prevent development of Malays in the state system. They exercised their power as the dominant majority and changed the state system so that it was favorable to Malays. A major legitimation of this pro-Bumiputera policy is enunciated in Alatas’ book, The myth of lazy native. By contrast, Malays in post-independent Singapore as a minority have no such power to approach the state system. Their strategy for overcoming the negative image of Malay has to be to interrogate themselves to find the problems to be fixed. Regarding negative image of Malays in the colonial era, see Syed Hussein Alatas, The myth of the lazy native: a study of the image of the Malays, Filipinos and Javanese from the 16th to the 20th century and its function in the ideology of colonial capitalism, London: F. Cass, 1977.

A Butterfly Knife Seeks a Narrative of the Others/others, pp.164-71, at p165.
This study examines a minority agency aroused in the relation between the majority/the powerful and the minority/ the ruled. It thus seeks to understand how voices from Singapore society are articulated within their relationship to the power-holders. This approach seems particularly apt in the case of Singapore, as we can appreciate by looking at certain developments in literature on Singapore society in recent years.

Studies of Singapore tend to try to understand the society by examining it from one of two angles. Some examine the Singapore state or the government, others examine Singapore from the side of civil society instead. The first group, those that examine the state, broadly seek to answer how the government rules and controls the Singapore society so successfully and with such economic prosperity. For example, Rodan analyses Singapore authoritarian state governance,\(^{66}\) Chua Beng Huat examines how the government manages to control the society by opening up and closing down spaces for social participation,\(^{67}\) and Christopher Tremewan explores the harmony between the government and local capitalists by analysing how the government controls socio-economic structures.\(^{68}\) Regardless of whether such studies criticise the Singapore state or celebrate its success, their essential focus is the same: to examine society from the perspective of the government.

The second type of study examines Singapore from the viewpoint of the civil society. As pointed out by James Gomez and Lenore Lyons\(^ {69}\), several studies in the 1990s that purport to examine civil society in Singapore in fact examine discourses by the state
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about civil society instead. This approach reflects a view that civil society in Singapore is a space shaped by the state and always controlled by its intervention. Gomez and Lyons also criticise these works for only focussing on respectable NGOs which are well-known to be funded by the state, which are in a sense cosmetic decoration, and are often cited by the government or by academics in the state university as proof that the government allows a space for civil society.

One group of studies aims to avoid the above limitations by using an ethnographic approach to examine the activities of various NGOs directly. These papers appear in the same volume as Gomez and Lyons' own article: a special focus issue of Journal of Social Issues in Southeast Asia in 2005, titled "Democracy and Civil Society; NGO Politics in Singapore." These ethnographic studies set out to explore whether there is a space for civil society in Singapore. The main conclusion that emerges from this collection of papers is that actors in the Singapore society are negotiating a space for civil society by acting on their own accord and not at the behest of the government. For example, in Kersty Hobson's paper on an NGO called Green Volunteer Network, she claims that the members of this NGO are not motivated by the PAP, but have their own motivation:

"NGO volunteers are motivated by a desire to forge stronger feeling of belonging, of being Singapore in a way that connects them to the land and with each other."

---

71 Lyons and Gomez, 2005.
The ethnographic detail in these papers is both valuable and interesting. As for the broad conclusion from these studies however, namely that actors in the Singapore society are negotiating a space for civil society, this is perhaps of limited value. We will always be able to find such NGO activities anywhere and to claim on that basis that actors in the society are “negotiating their space”. We are always in multiple and shifting relations in our everyday life, and so space is always under negotiation. The question still remains: why is it that Singapore society does follow state ideologies to such a large extent?

The same objection was posed to me in a seminar in Japan years ago when, in much the same spirit as these ethnographic studies, I argued that Singapore society was a more liberated and less controlled society than previous literature acknowledged. One Japanese professor objected: “I know you want to present the idea that Singapore is not as controlled as all that. But you cannot deny there is a lot of evidence that Singapore is highly controlled compared to other places. Do you really expect to convince people that it is not, despite the previous literature and what is clearly going on in Singapore? Or is your work just attempting to “displace” or “go beyond” the previous studies of Singapore as an academic game? If so, what is the value of your work for helping us to understand Singapore society?”

As this sharp comment implies, it is best to try to understand Singapore society from two perspectives simultaneously. We cannot understand it well by just analysing the state and the policies of the government and assuming that the only space in Singapore for other members of the society is as puppets or enlisted partners of the government. Neither is it enough to discover NGO activities in Singapore and conclude that people are negotiating their own space free from the wishes of government. What might be more useful is to explore this question: at what points, and by what logic, are these two parties of Singapore state and Singapore society harmoniously compatible with each other? This transcends the limits of the previous two angles. It firstly avoids reducing everything that happens in Singapore to the well-crafted state technology of governance, and secondly goes further than demonstrating that space in Singapore is under negotiation. It makes us untangle the logic of how people in the society may operate in complicity with the state/government regardless of whether they mean to, while acting by their own choice and for their own sake.
1.4 The location of this study within the literature on ethnic issues in Singapore

A good deal has been written about ethnicity in Singapore. It is useful here to examine briefly two groups of studies: ones on Malays in Singapore specifically, and ones on ethnicity in Singapore more broadly. First we will examine the latter type.

1.4.1 Studies of ethnicity in Singapore

Some works on ethnicity in Singapore are largely uncritical. They accept the view that Singapore enjoys ethnic pluralism as well as high national cohesion, and focus on describing and explaining this fortunate state of affairs. Most do this by focusing on how the state policies manage ethnic groups in Singapore within the context of nation-building. For example, Raj Visil traces the history of changes in ethnic policy by the government in Singapore from independence to the 1990s. Michael Hill and Lian Kwen Fee outline various policies of the government to do with ethnicity (such as education, multiracialism, housing policy, family planning) and explain how these policies maintain the stability of nation-building. Another study that propounds the successful co-existence of ethnicity and nation, by Chew Sock Foon, does so more from the point of view of Singaporeans themselves. Chew presents large amounts of quantitative data from attitudinal surveys demonstrating that Singaporeans tend to identify strongly both with the nation and with an ethnic group. A collection of papers edited by Lai Ah Eng similarly gives a positive evaluation of the situation whereby ethnic pluralism coexists with high national cohesion in Singapore. Papers in the book variously describe how this success was achieved in the past, examine how it is presently achieved, and provide practical policy advice on how to maintain it in the future. Some of the papers take the point of view of examining state policies; others adopt the point of view of Singaporeans, for example by examining how

ethnicity is experienced and articulated in the scene of school by both students and teachers, or through Singapore TV and films.

Certain other studies take a more critical approach to issues of ethnicity in Singapore. They do so by examining those mechanisms mentioned above. David Brown examines how state-corporatism functions to maintain national-ethnic relations. By his analysis, ethnic groups are depoliticized and redefined as interest groups, under a system of state-corporatism. This is how they function as sub-groups within the national ideology of a Chinese, Malay, Indian, and Others (CMIO) model of multiracialism. That analysis of Brown is thought-provoking, but at the same time, we might suspect that ethnicity is actually something closer to the core of people's identity than this analogy of interest groups seems to allow for. John Clammer also examines how the Singapore state manages ethnicity. He shows how the state policies are designed to accentuate the notion of ethnic categories (often called 'races' in official Singapore statistics) in order to further the purposes of nation-building. Specifically, he explores how the state actualises ethnicity as a real element of the identities of Singaporeans through various strategies and devices, such as identity cards, the education system, allocation of HDB flats and politics of culture. While Clammer mainly analyses the state policies on ethnicity, he also explores how ethnic categorisations are actually perceived in the minds of Singaporeans while they exercise these notions in their everyday life, by also investigating private spheres such as food, leisure preferences, and kin-networks. Clammer thus analyses the state mechanisms for maintaining harmony between ethnicity and nation-building while at the same time revealing, and exploring to some degree, the psychological importance of ethnicity for Singaporeans.
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81 This analysis of ethnic groups in Singapore was also seen in Koh & Ooi eds., 2000.
To sum up, previous work provides a wealth of data on state policies regarding ethnicity in Singapore. At least two studies also offer a detailed analysis of the mechanisms by which harmony is maintained between the two potentially conflictive elements of ethnicity and nation. And certain works also examine how ethnicity, or nation, or both are experienced and perceived by Singaporeans in their lives. That concern is directly relevant to the present study which, while employing theoretical perspectives that differ from those of the earlier works, will explore those same questions with regard to Malays in Singapore specifically.

1.4.2 Studies on Malays in Singapore

Clammer pointed out as early as 1981 that there had been few studies of Malays in Singapore, in contrast to the large number of studies of Chinese Singaporeans.\(^{84}\) Since then the situation has not greatly changed; there are still few published works which focus mainly on Malays in Singapore.\(^{85}\) The type most relevant to the present study is those that focus on the marginal social position that Malays occupy in Singapore society. As we will see later, the Malays have long been a sensitive presence in Singapore in the eyes of the government. Soon after independence it started to raise the matter of Malays' inadequacy as Singapore citizens. A related line of academic research appeared on an issue called “the Malay problem.” Works of this type pose the same question (although with varying answers); namely, why cannot the Malays in Singapore be integrated well into Singapore society?

Three representative works can be listed. Firstly, as early as 1974, the Singapore Malays were studied by Stanley Bedlington.\(^{86}\) Asking why the Malay community in Singapore could not be integrated into Singapore society, he concluded that cultural traits specific to Malays were the main factor preventing this from happening. A

---

\(^{84}\) Clammer actually points out this contrast between studies about Chinese Singaporeans, or about ethnicity in Singapore more broadly, on the one hand; and about Malay Singaporeans on the other. John Clammer, ‘Malay Society in Singapore: a preliminary analysis,’ *Southeast Asian Journal of Social Science*, vol.9, no.1-2, 1981, pp.19-32.


second comprehensive work was carried out in the 1980s by Tania Li. As a anthropologist, she employs a strongly ethnographic approach, providing details of the life of the Malay community in Singapore, which well show that Malays are located in a marginalized position in the Singapore society. Her most relevant finding for this study is her claim that Malays political leaders have been passively inculcated with the stereotypical view of themselves as ‘lagging behind’ – an image which Li believes has been created by the ideology of the non-Malay majority, especially politicians. The third and most recent study, in the 1990s, is by Lily Zubaidah Rahim. She critically investigates the state policies toward the Malays in Singapore, to demonstrate how these policies have not been sufficient to enable Malays to become first class citizens. Her study amply demonstrates that state policies did not consider the structurally disadvantaged position that Malays occupy.

These three above works all usefully analyse social or cultural factors that locate the Malays as a marginalized group in Singapore society. What these works have not done – and what this study will do – is to reveal how a particular psychological agency of Malays actively contributes to building the majority nation. It does so by creating and pursuing meaningful goals for its own sake. This happens in a certain context: when Malays feel compared with other ethnic groups in terms of their achievements. Malays, in this picture are neither a segregated ethnic group, nor passive recipients of state ideology. A Malay psychological agency will be revealed which is lively, positive, and ready to enact the state ideology by its own will and choice. Malays create and pursue a fantasised object of desire – acceptance as equal Singaporeans. It is by their constant efforts to attain this object that their agency is constructed, and their performance consolidates the centrality of the majority or power-holders.

This story about Malays in Singapore is not only a local story about Singapore, but also a more universal story of how minority agency is constructed. When you belong

---

88 Li, 1989, pp. 179-82.
90 An earlier study of an included yet differentiated ethnic minority hints at a minority agency similar to the Malay agency identified in this thesis. Ichiro Tomiyama examines Okinawans, who became a part of Japan after modernization and tended to be considered as inferior to those Japanese who lived on the
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to an included yet differentiated minority in a society, how do you behave? Should you assume that you will be in conflict with the majority, or conversely assume that you can simply ignore it and go your own way with self-respect? In the rest of the thesis I am going to find answers, by examining discourses and conducts of Malays in Singapore over several decades.

1.5 Data sources and methodology

1.5.1 Use of *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu*

In this study, the main source of data is the Singapore Malay newspaper *Berita Harian*, along with its Sunday edition *Berita Minggu*. Other sources are publications by Malay/Muslim organizations, and fieldwork observation. The choice of *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* as the main data source for this study needs to be explained.

It is well known that in Singapore the government controls freedom of speech and that censorship is strict. In fact, domestic newspapers in different languages are controlled by the state. By the 1990s, eight domestic newspapers had come to be organised under the government organ Singapore Press Holdings, and these include *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu*. (The others are *The Straits Times/The Sunday Times, Business Times, The New Paper, Lianhe Zaobao, Lianhe Wanbao, and Shin Min Daily News*).\(^9\)

The purpose of the series of Newspaper and Printing Press Acts through Singapore history has been described as follows:

“...not to stifle the development of vibrant press or to impede the free flow of information, but to ensure that the interest of the state and the society are not sacrificed by the press in its role to inform and educate. The role of the press is to help in nation-building – creating one nation, one people, out of different

---

races, worshipping different gods, by informing and educating Singaporeans of national policies and issues, and inculcating good values in the people."  

Consequently, indeed, newspapers and other printed publications in Singapore are loyal to the state ideology, and do tend to sound like state organs compared to most newspapers in many other societies. They tend to support the state ideology and state policies, and play a pedagogic role of delivering messages from the state about what the government wants Singapore nationals to do. Compared to the situation in other societies, the distance between the state and newspapers is quite close, and editors of the main national newspaper *The Straits Times* and government ministers have acknowledged that their relationship to each other is a cosy one. This raises the issue, of course, of whether we can listen to “voices of Malays” or gain insights into Malay agency by examining discourses in the Malay newspapers of Singapore.

I believe we can, so long as we keep in mind the nature of these sources. What needs to be remembered is that *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* does not only serve a pedagogic role as a government mouthpiece of the Malays; it is at the same time a positive space for the Malays to articulate themselves in the Malay language. The former editor of *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu*, Zainul Abidin bin Rasheed, described *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* as one of the pillars by which Malays have built their community. He describes *Berita Harian* thus:

*Berita Harian* is the only Malay daily paper in Singapore but it is more than just a newspaper. It is the embodiment of the Malays’ pride in having their own point of view and being able to express it in their own language and imagery. And often it is the only means by which Malays can make sense of the economic and political tides that wash around them ... It represents an enormous – probably unique – body of experience of how a depressed and disorientated community can struggle to its feet and get its bearings.

---

92 Tan and Soh, 1994, p53.
As this naturally positive assessment indicates, *Berita Harian* also provides a forum for Malays to express their own opinions within limits, to cultivate their ideas and to build their own pride. Malays who are prominent to varying degrees as political, educational or social leaders can give direction to other Malays by having their comments and speeches reported in *Berita Harian*, other Malays can write critiques about the Malay community as journalists, often quoting the voices of other Malays who they have interviewed in (e.g.) places of work, places of education or on the street; while other Malays also participate actively by writing letters to columns or to forums for readers' letters. More passively, a significant proportion read the articles, opinions, and critiques provided by *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* and consume the state ideologies, while also creating their own opinions. All this makes it possible to say that, although *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* is friendly to state ideology, it has also has played a significant role for the Malays to articulate their opinions, especially in their own eyes.

This leads to a related point. We can observe a trend among some studies of searching for “real” autonomous voices within a given society. These supposedly real voices are often set by scholars against their unreliable counterparts. The real, autonomous voices of local people in Southeast Asia tend to be contrasted to the biased voices of Western scholars writing about the region. Likewise, some scholars seek the voices of the Subaltern: real, local and autonomous Subaltern voices independent of imperial history and distinct from the voice of the colonizer. Voices of an ethnic minority which fail to be satisfactorily rebellious will thus be regarded as false in some way if one is always looking for something neatly opposed to power or the majority. However, this academic trend has been criticised. It has been observed that the freely rebellious and autonomous local voice is a (re)creation of the scholars who seek it, entailing as it does the false assumption that a given group of people possess a free and unchanging essence. Dipesh Chakrabarty criticises the field of Subaltern studies for re-essentialising the Subaltern in this way by its recreation of “Subaltern” as the counterpart of the colonizer.
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97 Dipesh Chakrabarty, ‘Radical Histories and Question of Enlightenment Rationalism: some recent critiques of subaltern studies,’ in Vinayak Chaturvedi ed., *Mapping Subaltern Studies and the*
Another reason I do not regard Malay voices in *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* as merely gagged voices and therefore as 'unreal' is that they so often sound like Malay voices I heard outside *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu*. The pattern of attitudes and conducts that emerges from the Malay discourses in *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* was often reflected in remarks that Malays made to me during casual conversations while I was living in Singapore. In fact Chapter 7 relies largely on data from conversations with Malays during my fieldwork to demonstrate this affinity specifically.

A final practical reason for using *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* is that it yields far more detailed information about Malay activities and related attitudes in Singapore over the course of time than any other source. As a first step in my research I examined old issues of the main Singapore national newspaper, *The Straits Times*. This left me briefly wondering about the feasibility of my project since it had so little information about the Malay community, especially during the 1970s. By contrast, *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* yields a great deal of data from the relevant decades on the activities and conducts of the Malay community, and on the attitudes of some Malays, especially politically engaged Malays. Many of the facts and events underlying the discourses in *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* examined in this thesis have apparently not been mentioned in print outside *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* itself and were only knowable from that source.

This study then will examine Malay voices expressed in the sole Malay language newspaper of Singapore, to find out what discourses and conducts are articulated and performed by the Malays, and try to discover the logic and motivations behind them.

### 1.5.2 Additional information about quoted sources

All excerpts from *Berita Harian/Berita Minggu* quoted in this thesis were originally in Malay, and have been translated by me into English. I take responsibility for the accuracy of these and all other translations from Malay that appear in this thesis. All
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excerpts from *The Straits Times* and *The Sunday Times* have been quoted in the original English. Regarding quotations from other sources, it will be specified in the relevant footnotes where necessary whether they were originally in Malay or in English. Most remarks quoted from conversations I had with people are taken from field notes in which those remarks were recorded shortly after the conversation took place. Occasionally field notes were taken during the conversations instead with permission of the informants.
Chapter 2 Fundamental Choice: Meritocracy or Special Rights

The agency of minority is constructed in relation to the majority. Therefore, in this chapter, the story starts with how the majority dealt with the Malays in Singapore, from 1965 to 1970. Section 1 examines one of the “founding myths” of the Republic of Singapore, namely, the ideology of meritocracy. It outlines the relation between governance by meritocracy and the agency it creates, as well as briefly foreshadowing the type of agency it might create for Malays as ‘underachievers’, specifically. Section 2 shows the evolving notion of which ideology should apply to Malays in Singapore. Meritocracy was contradictory to another possible notion that gave Malays in Singapore bumiputra status – under which Malays would be entitled to affirmative action based on their special indigenous status. Through parliamentary discourse, faithfully reported in Malay newspapers, meritocracy triumphed over bumiputra status as the model that should prevail for Malays. Section 3 shows how, with the notion of meritocracy now accepted by Malay leaders as the relevant ideology for Malays, the government duly began to create a suitable agency for Malays as a ‘backward’ group to control them. And at this point, the government challenged the Malays to answer the ultimate question: whether they would openly declare their allegiance to the meritocracy ideology, or rather continue to angle for special treatment based on their indigenous status.

2.1 Governance of meritocracy in Singapore

Several significant ideologies were formulated by the PAP government and inculcated into Singapore society after independence. Meritocracy accompanied by equal opportunity in free and open competition, is one of these. It has remained a fundamental ideology for Singapore, as articulated by the Senior minister, Goh Chock Tong in 2005.

“There are several core principles which underpin our economic transformation through human capacity enhancement. First is the philosophy
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and practice of meritocracy. Every person – regardless of race, religion, gender and family background – has equal opportunity to realise his or her potential.  

Meritocracy was also located as the core of Singapore in the 1970s by the then prime minister, Lee Kuan Yew. Here is a statement by him in 1971:

"Outstanding men in civil service, the police, the armed forces, chairmen of statutory boards and their top administrators – they have worked the details of policies set by the government and seen to its implementation. These people come from poor and middle-class homes. They come from different language schools. Singapore is a meritocracy. And these men have risen to the top by their own merit, hard work, and high performance. Together they are a closely-knit and co-ordinated hard core."  

This vision of meritocracy promises to evaluate each individual based on his/her achievement, not by "race, religion, gender and family background," while guaranteeing equal opportunity in a free open competition.

As R. Quinn Moore points out, meritocracy in Singapore was coupled with multi-racialism soon after independence. He observes that "Each racial group was cast as an equally important, distinct part of a nation that would strive to ensure that success came on the basis of merit, rather than racial, ethnic, religious, or cultural favouritism." An important function of meritocracy has thus been to enhance and nurture Singapore's integrity as a nation, overcoming ethnic divisions by applying universal appeals.

---


2.1.1 The mechanisms of government by meritocracy

This notion of meritocracy, combined with equal opportunity and free open competition, is often considered and even celebrated by Singaporeans as a basis of a fair system of social promotion. The main concern of the present section is: How does this ideology of meritocracy govern people? What sort of technologies of governance does it create?

Firstly, this ideology of meritocracy creates a certain type of agency. This is a self-motivated, active agency seeking to achieve success as it is designated by the state, not for the sake of the state, but for the sake of oneself. How this agency arises is as follows. As members of the society are assumed to have equal opportunity and be in free and open competition, a person's perceived value is based on what s/he has achieved through such competition. And under these conditions, that achievement is the primary criterion for success. If one wishes to achieve success, the only thing to do is to strive to, demonstrate one's achievement. One's success is thus liable (rather simplistically) to be equated to one's capability, which, in turn will be equated with the amount of effort and hard work done to obtain that capability. If we put this the other way round, the pattern becomes clear: an individual works hard → obtains capability → demonstrates achievement → brings success to him or herself.

In everyday life in Singapore, the phrases "hard-working" and "work hard" are frequently used to convey positive emotion. For instance, when I had a chat with a Malay businessman, I asked, "What makes you achieve success in business? What do you think?" His answer was "hard working lah. If you work a little bit harder than other people, then it will do."6 The way he attributes his success to hard work alone, without mentioning any other factors, can be understood in the framework of Singapore meritocratic logic above.
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6 Conversation in English with a Malay business man in his halal foodshop, on 20th September 2002.
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7 Other factors, can be un Nil go above.
9 RMalay business man in his halamoorse, 1996, p60.
designated second language is Tamil, in line with her ethnicity. Yet, she is willing to try learning Chinese and expresses her feelings to me by saying, "if you work hard, you can do." She clearly feels good about her positivism and self-motivation. Perhaps she can even dream of appearing in the national newspaper, *The Straits Times*, as a success story; a role-model of a non-Chinese Singaporean managing to master Chinese through self-motivation. And then she will gain recognition and celebration from the society. This choice to learn Chinese is ostensibly her most personal choice but it is inevitably oriented to the national ideology, meritocracy.

This type of nexus of the society and individuals is well-described by Nikolas Rose in the case of British society and is called "advanced liberalism." According to Rose, advanced liberalism controls and governs people by motivating their positive feelings of participation and making them responsible self-motivated agencies, without imposing or forcing. The agency here is "active individuals" who are "seeking to "enterprise themselves, to maximize their quality of life through acts of choice, according to their life a meaning and value to the extent that it can be rationalized as the outcome of choices made or choices to be made." These active individuals' own choices and their performance based on those choices are in complicity with state goals without their knowing. Rose says

"Within this new regime of the actively responsible self, individuals are to fulfill their national obligations not through their relations of dependency and obligation to one another, but through seeking to fulfill themselves within a variety of micro-moral domains or "communities" – families, workplaces, schools, leisure associations, neighbourhoods."

For our Singaporean Tamil student above, studying Chinese is a way of seeking fulfilment in one such micro-moral domain. The goal set by the state overlaps with her own goal set as a willing choice by herself as an autonomous individual. To govern without governing is "to govern through the regulated and accountable choices of
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10 Casual conversation in English on NUS campus on 5th March 2003.
autonomous agents – citizens, consumers, parents, employees, managers, investors – and so govern through intensifying and acting upon their allegiance to a particular ‘community’.¹⁴ Meritocracy in Singapore is successful in creating such agencies that make it possible to “govern without governing”.

2.1.2 Managing ‘losers’ within meritocracy

The above provides a broad picture of the mechanism by which the state can stimulate or drive people to achieve the state plan without governing. And in the case of the winners in the society, it succeeds. The Singapore Tamil university student above, for instance, is clearly a winner – she has already gained a coveted place at the National University of Singapore. But how about the ‘losers’ or those who are ‘a burden to society’? How does governance control those who are not successful in performing under meritocracy? Such a person under meritocracy tends to be seen as one who does not work hard enough to gain success. And in a system where human beings are perceived as inorganic pieces on a chessboard, such problems can only be seen as faults of individuals, not as a problem of the social structure. Witness this comment by Sinnathamby Rajaratnam, the Minister of Foreign Affairs (emphasis added): “good citizens either from the majority or the minority, achieve success based on their ability and hard work.”¹⁵ Those who do not succeed are then, by clear implication, bad citizens. And they are targeted as objects in need of improvement, or fixing.

Rose discusses the improvement of ‘bad citizens’ in the case of advanced liberalism in Britain. The relevant group in that case is an underclass which is

“…excluded from the benefit of a life of choice and self-fulfilment … whose efforts as self-advancement have been frustrated for so long that they suffer from “learned helplessness” whose self-esteem has been destroyed.”¹⁶

These citizens, as Rose tells us, are shown the path of active self-advancement and stimulated to motivate themselves:

¹⁵ Berita Minggu, 22nd March 1970.
¹⁶ Rose, 1996, p59.
"They are to be assisted not through the ministrations of solicitous experts proffering support and benefit cheques, but through their engagement in a whole array of programmes for their ethical reconstruction as active citizens – training to equip them with the skills of self-promotion, counselling to restore their sense of self-worth and self-esteem, programmes of empowerment to enable them to assume their rightful place as the self-actualizing and demanding subjects of an “advanced” liberal democracy."

Under the meritocracy ideology of Singapore, while Malays are identified as negative elements and similarly targeted for improvement, the remedy of the state is more hands-off, less interventionist than in the case of Britain described above. The strategy in Singapore is constantly to demarcate Malays as inferior to the rest of the society, and thus to pose a clear and humiliating question to them: ‘Why cannot you do as well as other people, here where everyone has equal opportunity and competes freely and openly?’ That question, by the prevailing logic of meritocracy, entails others, such as: ‘Aren’t you capable of working hard and disciplining yourself to succeed?’ ‘Can you really do it?’

We might ask how this strategy for improving Malays – that is, pinpointing them as a negative presence in the society, highlighting their inferiorities and humiliating them by casting doubt on their abilities – could succeed. How could it provoke these would-be members of mainstream Singapore society to become active self-promoting agencies? This becomes understandable in the light of Slavoj Žižek’s explanation about the psychological subject, and specifically, about the distance between us and our object of desire (see Chapter 1). By constantly demarcating Malays as inferior, the state holds up in front of them the goal to be achieved: to escape from will-be status and become respected citizens. They are stimulated by the picture of achieving this goal, aroused by their distance from it. Their humiliation, and the doubt and scepticism by others about their ability, maintain an invigorating distance between what they want to achieve and what they have managed so far. This distance provokes their desire to prove that they can achieve it.

17 Rose, 1996, p60.
Let us summarize what meritocracy accompanied by equal opportunity and free open competition does in Singapore society. Theoretically, it entails strong elements of advanced liberalism as conceived by Nikolas Rose, and manipulation of desire as conceived by Žižek. Firstly, meritocracy enables the Singapore state to govern or control people without governing, by creating a new type of agency. This agency is a self-motivated active agency which is willing to enact the state ideology to prove itself, for its own sake but not for the state. Secondly, meritocracy governance motivates people by utilizing their desires. Those detected as a negative presence in the society are designated as objects for improvement. In the case of Malays, by stigmatizing them and casting doubt on their ability, the state creates a desired goal for them and keeps them at a healthy distance from that goal, provoking their constant desire to prove themselves. We will see the beginnings of that process later in this chapter.

2.2 Emerging ideology for Malays: bumiputra or meritocracy?

The issue for Malays was: what will be their position within the Singapore meritocracy? Will they, and should they, have special rights and treatment?

After independence, two broad different notions about their own position existed among the Malays in Singapore. One was the state's notion that Malays were on the same footing as members of any other ethnic group. According to this notion, the state should take no particular steps of affirmative action for Malays, but rather Malays should improve their own position by making effort and working harder. This notion means for them to adopt meritocracy ideology. The other was the notion of bumiputra, or indigenous people. It insists on the special position of the Malays and asserted that affirmative action should be taken on behalf of Malays as necessary, to help them improve their position. This was based on a premise that the structural disadvantages faced by Malays were far bigger than they could be expected to overcome with existing resources.
2.2.1 Origin of bumiputra rights

The notion of bumiputra rights has its origins before the independence of Singapore, when that state was still a part of the Malaysian federation. In Malaysia, there was an understanding about the special status of Malays. They were referred to as bumiputra (literally ‘sons of the soil’), namely, the indigenous population. This status of bumiputra was accompanied by special (istimewa) treatment for them; that is, affirmative action for them as distinct from the other ethnic groups in Malaysia. This notion became central to public affairs in 1971 in Malaysia, and known as bumiputra policies. 18 Significantly, Malays were the majority group in Malaysia — unlike the case in Singapore.

2.2.2 The Singapore government’s stance on Malays: pre-independence

At that time, the PAP state government of Singapore, led by Lee Kwan Yew, took a different stance on Malays to that of Malaysia. It did not entirely accept the idea of affirmative action for Malays. It had already conceived its fundamental ideology, meritocracy, and promised equal opportunity to all Singapore citizens in key fields, regardless of ethnicity. Based on this idea, the PAP government refused to provide affirmative action for Malays with regard to employment.

This stance of the Singapore state government aroused criticism. The secretary of the Malaysian central branch of UMNO (United Malaysia National Front), Jefaar Albert, declared that its ideology of meritocracy was a frock coat to justify domination by the Chinese in Singapore. 19 This criticism naturally reached and influenced Malays in Singapore and, concerned about possible ethnic conflict, the PAP government arranged a meeting with Malay organizations in Singapore. 20 Its purpose was to allay the concerns of Malays over their problems in fields such as education, employment, and housing.

19 竹下秀邦 [Takeshita Hidekuni], シンガポール：リー・クワン・ユーの時代, [Singapore: the era of Lee Kuan Yew], アジア経済研究所 [The Institute of Developing Economies, Japan Extra Trade Organization], 1995, p230.
Before that meeting could take place, the Singapore branch of UMNO organized another conference, at which Jafaar Albert criticized the Singapore state government in front of delegations from 150 Malay organizations, and resolved to boycott the coming meeting with Lee Kuan Yew.\(^{21}\) However, the PAP government retaliated by urging Malay organizations to participate at the planned meeting, and managed to obtain the presence of delegations from 101 groups.\(^{22}\)

At this meeting, Lee emphasized to Malays the significant issues of education, employment, and housing. He reminded them that the government already provided free education for Malays at secondary and tertiary level, as it had done since 1960, in recognition of their special position.\(^{23}\) And at this point, he also indicated that the government would also provide Malays with vocational training to help them to be competitive in the workforce (support which does not seem to have been realised and is not mentioned later based on the available documentation). However, he said no further special treatment could be provided, such as introducing a quota system for jobs, on the grounds that it would violate the state constitution.\(^{24}\)

### 2.2.3 The government's stance on Malays: post-independence

After Singapore became independent, the basic attitude of the government towards the question of status and rights for Malays did not change. Two days after Singapore became independent from the Malaysia federation, Lee Kuan Yew held a press conference with Malay journalists at the studio of TV Singapore, on 11\(^{\text{th}}\) August 1965. A journalist asked this question about the Malays:

"Inche Lee, I would like to ask – and it is fair that you should explain it a little – it cannot be denied that the people of Singapore in general and the Malays in particular, were shocked by Singapore's separation from Malaysia."
So, some of them felt anxious when this separation happened. I ask you to give an assurance in order to allay such anxiety among the Malays.\textsuperscript{25}

Lee Kuan Yew was careful in his responses on this issue, in the light of a possible repeat of the ethnic riots which had happened just a year previously:

“I make this promise: this is not a Chinese country. Singapore is not a Chinese country nor a Malay country nor an Indian country. That is why we said before that a Malaysian Malaysia is not a Malay country; that was why I was not satisfied [with the Malaysian policy of giving special treatment to Malays]. This is not a Chinese country.”\textsuperscript{26}

Lee assured listeners that Singapore was not going to be dominated by any single ethnic group. And he declared to Malays among his listeners:

“...regarding Singapore citizenship I made this promise: you will be equal status with me. And I promise you your special position.”\textsuperscript{27}

Lee’s promises were not confined to that answer. When a journalist asked about the conduct of elections in Singapore,\textsuperscript{28} Lee repeatedly mentioned the Malays in his reply. He claimed that his government had had no wish to separate from Malaysia in the first place:

“... I appeal to the Malays in Singapore: don’t worry. Don’t be anxious. The PAP Government will not alter its stand. I was the one who worked hard to get Singapore into Malaysia. And I did not want to get out of Malaysia. We were forced. Tengku [Abdul Rahman] informed me that if Singapore did not want

\textsuperscript{25} Lee Kuan Yew, “Press conference of the Singapore Prime Minister, Mr. Lee Kuan Yew, with Malay journalists at the studio of TV Singapore on Wednesday, 11th August, 1965” (Full script of the press conference), Speech Text Archival and Retrieval System, National Archive of Singapore, http://stars.nhb.gov.sg/public/index.html (accessed 26\textsuperscript{th} April 2006). [quotation is in the original English]
\textsuperscript{26} Ibid. [original English]
\textsuperscript{27} Ibid. [original English]
\textsuperscript{28} Ibid. [original English] The question was this: “With regard to new elections in Singapore: if I am not mistaken, UMNO yesterday urged that the Singapore Government should hold fresh elections in Singapore. What is your opinion?” [original English]
to get out of Malaysia, there would be trouble. What can I do? But don’t worry. I look after the interest of all the various communities in Malaysia...I am sorry...I am not used to it yet: I have always said “Malaysia”; now, it is difficult to say “Singapore.”” 29

After that engaging pitch, Lee stressed the rights of Malays in Singapore and mentioned the specific forms of special support which they would receive:

“I say: have confidence. Anyone who is unjust – be it Government officers or people who think they can suppress the minority – report to me. I shall take action. The Singapore government is impartial to all citizens: it does not discriminate on the grounds of race, religion, language or culture. And the special position of the Malays who are backward in the field of education will be the same as before. We will improve their lot. What I have promised with regard to housing – the subsidy of 20% for rent – we will carry out... So I say: don’t worry. We all unite, uphold our rights and the integrity of our country, Singapore.” 30

In this landmark speech, then, Lee recognised allegiance to the notion of special status for Malays, and promised to preserve it, but only in a limited way. Those two forms of support, free access to higher level of education and subsided rent, are frequently quoted as evidence of fulfilment of that promise.31 The government’s position was that no further affirmative action would be taken. So in fact, the deeper message is that meritocracy would prevail for Malays. Armed with their two concessions, they were to compete in free and open competition with members of other ethnic groups in Singapore.

2.2.4 Continuing debate on the position of Malays

Was this newly announced official stance on the status of Malays in Singapore accepted by the Malays themselves? Even today it is possible to see diverse notions

29 Ibid. [original English]
30 Ibid. [original English]
31 This special support for the education of Malay children was abolished in 1990.
among Malays about the sort of special treatment they are officially entitled to. While I was eating lunch on the beach with a Malay businessman aged in his early 60s, he told me his memories about that historical speech by Lee in 1965. Recalling Lee’s speech, he said,

“He promised us our special status and our rights. He promised it soon after separation. And it is clearly stated in the Singapore constitution. How come it is ignored?”

This man evidently understands Malay status and rights differently from how the state conceives them. And back at the time shortly after Lee’s landmark speech, diverse views were apparent. For example, we can witness ad hoc appeals to the government in 1966 by various Malay bodies for various forms of support which went beyond the government’s official stance. One was by the Malay Chamber of Commerce, which requested the Singapore government to provide special treatment to Malays in the field of business and corporations. They attempted to send a delegation to meet Lee Kuan Yew in order to discuss this proposal, saying:

“...we will provide full support to and cooperation with the government to achieve success in raising the economic standard of the Malays... This proposal is considered as important by the members of the Malay Chamber of Commerce, because with this treatment, it will be possible to help Malays who are totally lagging behind here in the field of business and corporations.”

Similarly, the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union (KGMS: Kesatuan Guru-guru Melayu Singapura) appealed to the government to take action to overcome the shortage of qualified teachers for the Malay-language-medium stream in schools:

32 Casual conversation in English on 29th June 2002.
33 Berita Harian, 9th September 1966.
34 Berita Harian, 20th April 1966. This article stated that at the time of writing, the Malay Chamber of Commerce had received no reply from the government.
“KGMS simply begs the government to take positive action to make this problem disappear or at least to reduce the present shortage of teachers, for the sake of creating a fairer society in the field of education.”  

As Malays at this time did not share a common understanding of their position and rights, it is not surprising that the issue was also still being debated in relation to the formulation of the new constitution for the newly independent country, the Republic of Singapore. A meeting of the Constitutional Commission highlighted the gap between broadly two different understandings about Malays and their special rights: bumiputra and meritocracy.

2.2.5 Argument at the meetings of the Constitutional Commission

2.2.5.1 First meeting of the Constitutional Commission

A commission was appointed in early 1966, to formulate the new constitution. It comprised the Chief Justice, prominent lawyers, and representative of the minority groups. As a central purpose of the new constitution was to “enshrine the multiracial ideal ... with the aim of dispelling the fears of the minorities,” 36 the issue of special position and treatment for Malays emerged at the meeting as a major one. This issue was obviously a vital one for Malays themselves in Singapore. Lee regarded them as a “lagging-behind” community before independence. At stake now was how the new government saw their rights and status after independence. Malays themselves had to participate now in obtaining a suitable deal for themselves.

Support for the bumiputra ideology was voiced by one Malay group at the meeting in forthright terms. The Singapore Malay National Organization (original initials PKMS, hereafter, SMNO) presented a memorandum stating: 37

---

35 Berita Minggu, 23rd October 1966.
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“...it is appropriate for the PAP government, as a strong state with the support of Singapore nationals from various groups, to understand fully and be sympathetic with all efforts to give support to Malays who are the Singapore indigenous people, so that they will be compatible with other groups of people who came to this country.”

Along with their petition for a bumiputra policy of affirmative action, the SMNO presented a definition of a ‘Malay’ for Singapore purposes. This definition was identical to that which appeared in the constitution of Malaysia, where a bumiputra policy prevails. This definition came under attack from other committee members, both Malay and non-Malay. While this opposition to SMNO’s definition at first glance seems peripheral to the central issue of competing ideologies, it is actually tied up with it. By rejecting the definition of a ‘Malay’ proposed by advocates of bumiputra, committee members were implicitly calling into question the very relevance of the bumiputra policy in the Singapore context. SMNO was advocating the same status and treatment for Malays in Singapore as in Malaysia, and so were engaged in defining who were to be ‘objects of support’. And participants in the debate over the SMNO’s definition show this understanding. The debate over definition of a Malay at the meeting was couched in terms of debate over who was eligible for special treatment. And in rejecting that definition of a Malay for Singapore (and failing to come up with another one, or even try hard to do so), the committee implicitly stated that this very notion of a Malay derived from Malaysia as an ‘object of support’ was unsuitable for the Singapore context – and that the Singapore notion of a Malay would be different.

The SMNO’s definition of Malays was as follows: people who “practice Islam, speak Malay and practise Malay special customs.” And additionally Malays are “bumiputra”, literally ‘sons of the soil’, in the legal sense of having at least one parent who was born within the federation of Malaysia before Malaysian independence. This definition proposed by the SMNO was opposed on several grounds. Firstly, it was not compatible with the concept of citizenship within a modern independent nation-state. While Singapore citizenship was given only to those born in Singapore, a ‘Malay’ by
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that definition could include those outside Singapore. This was pointed out by a non-
Malay member of the committee, who asked:

Question: “if an English person believes in Islam and is fluent in speaking Malay and
follows Malay special customs, and was a resident in either Malaya or
Singapore in the Malaya era, can this person be a Malay?”

Answer: “Yes, he is a Malay.”

Question: “According to the definition of Malay presented by you, a person who
practises Islam, speaks Malay and follows Malay customs is Malay, no
matter where that person is born?”

Answer: “I agree with that conclusion.”

One of the Malay committee members, Rahim Ishak, a member of parliament from
the People’s Action Party (PAP), criticised this definition in similar terms. By his
presence on the committee he was speaking for all Malay members of parliament. He
observed “That definition of Malay is very wide and can include people living in
Malaya, Singapore, Sabah, Sarawak, Burnei and Indonesia.”

Rahim Ishak also raised a second objection to the definition: that anyone in Singapore
could potentially meet the ‘Malay’ criteria of practising Islam, speaking Malay, and
practicing Malay customs. And this created the problem that eligibility for special
treatment as a Malay was widened possibly endlessly. As Rahim Ishak put it:

“Citizens who are not Malay or not born in Singapore will be given the
conditions of Malay special treatment only by believing in Islam, following
Malay official customs and speaking Malay.”
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Thirdly, the definition was exposed as too narrow to encompass all of ‘Malay-ness’ in Singapore. This was revealed by the voice of a Malay Christian, another delegate of the Malay community at the meeting. He objected to one of the criteria for a ‘Malay’, namely, practicing Islam. He pointed out that it should be “the right of each person, including Malays, to obey their own choice of religion”, and asserted that “if the constitution does not permit the Malays to change from their religion to another religion or vice-versa, that means infringement on the rights of non-Muslims [i.e. non-Muslim Malays].” He proposed a different criterion for a ‘Malay’: a person who practices the Malay customs. And when asked by another committee member, C.C. Tan, whether it was really possible for non-Muslims to practice Malay customs, he answered: “I think that it is possible because we follow the Malay customs without following even a single element of religion. For instance, I accompany my family to celebrate Hari Raya.”

This Christian Malay delegate, Paderi Adam Ibrahim, also makes a revealing comment in remarking on why he cared about the details of the definition:

“If a Malay is defined as such by believing Islam, then the special rights usually given to Malays will not be obtained by those who are not Muslim although they are Malay by origin.”

2.2.5.2 Second meeting of the Constitutional Commission

A further meeting of the constitutional commission was held in 1967. The SMNO expressed the same basic stance as it had at the last meeting. It repeated its forthright request to the government for support for the Malays:

“If Malays are not in the same situation as the other ethnic groups, then steps which can clearly help the Malays must be taken from this point.”
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The members at this second meeting again criticised the inadequacy of the earlier definition of Malay presented by SMNO. And this time, the SMNO also met a more open challenge to their appeal for further affirmative action for Malays — by Rahim Ishak, the Malay committee member and a member of parliament from the PAP. Rahim Ishak instead expressed his satisfaction with the current attitude towards Malays held both by the PAP government and non-Malays in Singapore broadly:

"The government agrees that the above policy [special treatment and special rights for the Malays] should be applied all the time. This will not harm the basic rights of other ethnic groups in Singapore. Non-Malays are also aware that the Malays as indigenous population (bumiputra) need help. And Malays themselves are also aware that they must try to catch up with the development of other groups."

This amounted to an official endorsement of the existing policy of the government on Malays. By saying that the government agrees to a policy of a special Malay treatment and rights, he openly accepts the government’s own interpretation of what this treatment and rights should consist of. And Rahim Ishak clarified this point again by expressing the opinion that Malays in Singapore should be grateful for the special treatment they already receive:

"The Malays in Singapore will make use of this situation in which the Malays are treated specially, in order to make a contribution to the society and make the most out of what can be given by Singapore to them."

He also declared what type of support Malays should get from the government in the future. And those comments clearly imply they should not receive further forms of material support. He says:

"As for the state, the government will continue to plant the spirit of self-improvement and competitiveness among the Malays so that in the future, as
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the Prime minister Lee Kuan Yew said, the Malays as a numerically small group will no longer feel that they hold a minority position in this country.” 54

Here Rahim Ishak suggests that help for Malays should be restricted to helping to improve their way of thinking. And he expresses that more clearly when he adds that “In order to overcome underdevelopment of the Malays, state support must be directed to raising the mind set of the Malays, not to providing wealth to a single group.” 55

That phrase ‘not to providing wealth to a single group,’ seems to refer to the argument by some Malays that Malay business people should be provided with capital by the government, in order to create business opportunities for the Malays. 56 That interpretation is consistent with Rahim Ishak’s further remark:

“I do not believe that support must be given to construct a new class, the Malay business expert, company director or share market expert.” 57

The logic propounded by Rahim Ishak here is the logic of meritocracy, based on the notion of “to govern without governing”. The government will turn the Malays into self-improving agencies by planting a spirit of self-improvement and competitiveness. The Malays are located as potential members of the mainstream who currently lack enough of that spirit. Rahim Ishak’s speech then, to sum up, declares that the state already recognises the special position of Malays, that the state is already giving Malays all the special treatment they need and were ever promised, and that hereafter, a meritocracy ideology should be applied to Malays, over that of bumiputra special rights.

The key function of the constitutional meetings, then, was to put two different notions, bumiputra and meritocracy, face to face at the official and public space, and debate them to determine which ideology the Malays should choose in order to live in the Singapore society. Supporters of bumiputra failed to gain strong support at the
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meetings, and the delegate of the Malay members of parliament, the most powerful voices in the Malay community, supported the government’s stance and its fundamental ideology of meritocracy. This gesture declared the future direction to be taken from the viewpoint of the Malay leaders. The ritual of this meeting was thus fulfilled.

The curious course of the debate at the meetings on the definition of a ‘Malay’, is also important. Even by the end of those meetings, no precise constitutional definition of a Malay had been made. This lack of a definition was still being pointed out years later, in 1970.

"Because of the absence of an accepted definition of a Malay, unnecessary problems have cropped up. One such problem pertains to the granting of free tuition fees at the secondary school level."59

And due to this lack of official consensus on what a Malay in Singapore was, myriad definitions and criteria were produced for administrative purposes.60

While Malaysia, with its bumiputra policy, has a firm constitutional definition of Malay, the situation in Singapore was now different. The familiar terms of the Malaysian definition – Islamic religion, Malay customs, and Malay language – seemed less salient under meritocracy. The new ideology required a new definition of what it was to be Malay in Singapore. This new notion of Malay under that ideology was still unresolved and would gradually be constructed during the following decade (see Chapter 3).

2.2.5.3 The position of Malays under the constitution

58 Rily Zubaidah Rahim, The Singapore Dilemma: the political and educational marginality of the Malay community, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; Oxford, U.K.; Singapore: Oxford University Press, 1998, p18. “Other than a recognition of Malays as the indigenous people as Singapore, the absence of a constitutional definition of a Malay in Singapore has contributed to the salience of indignity criteria in the understanding of Melayu by the Malay community.”
Now that the government had obtained the endorsement of the Malay leaders for its stance of dealing with Malays under meritocracy, it was able comfortably to register Article 89 of the Constitution, which refers to the special position of Malays (in the current amended constitution, Article no.152):

**Article 89 Minorities and Special Position of Malays**

(1) It shall be the responsibility of the Government constantly to care for the interests of the racial and religious minorities in Singapore.

(2) The Government shall exercise its functions in such manner as to recognize the special position of the Malays, who are the indigenous people of Singapore, and accordingly it shall be the responsibility of the Government to protect, safeguard, support, foster and promote their political, educational, religious, economic, social and cultural interests and the Malay language.

This official assent by the Malay parliamentary leaders to the government’s stance on their position and treatment opened up the new stage for the Malays. It meant that they were tentatively relocated in the Singapore society based on meritocracy ideology. And now the notion of a ‘Malay’ under that ideology needed to be constructed and given shape. Malays began to be transformed into active self-promoting agencies to perform the state policies as if they were meaningful to their own life, supported not by affirmative action but by steps to foster “the spirit of self-improvement and competitiveness.”

2.3 Controlling Malays under meritocracy: early steps

The government now began to create a suitable agency for Malays as a ‘will-be’ group under such a meritocratic system. And it challenged Malays to declare openly their acceptance of meritocracy ideology (as we will see shortly).

---

At the start of the 1970s, the government began to represent the Malays as a problematic element in society. The person who was in charge of this work was the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Labour, Sinnathamby Rajaratnam. Since the late 1960s, he had appeared on the scene of Malay issues and mentioned Malays in his speeches. The ethnic background of S. Rajaratnam as an Indian means he also belongs to what is considered as one of the minorities in Singapore. Perhaps his minority background enabled him to be involved in the Malay issue with less appearance of ethnic conflict of interests than Chinese ministers.

At this time the gap between the Malays and the rest of the Singapore society became a concern of the Malay members of parliament, and how to resolve this situation was a vital issue among the Malays. As shown in the previous section, from the government's viewpoint, the approach was clear. Malays was already provided with free education and subsidised housing. Providing them with further affirmative action was not an option under meritocracy ideology. The only possible approach was to provoke the Malays to become more active responsible agencies who would improve themselves. The way the state began to do this was by depicting the Malays as a negative presence, not only in the sense of underachievement but also in the sense of ethics, due to their lack of understanding of and enactment of the morality presented by meritocracy.

The image of Malays as a negative presence was visualized in comparison with other ethnic groups in Singapore. Meritocracy ideology implies the ranking of individuals or groups in competitive order, in terms of their achievement and success. In the context of the Singapore society, the unit for ranking that appeared most often in the public discourse of both Malays and non-Malays was that of ethnic groups. The Malays in Singapore were constantly compared with other ethnic groups such as Chinese or Indians and in this process their underachievement was constantly shown up to prove how they were lagging behind. These comparisons posed a humiliating question of why the Malays could not achieve as well as other ethnic groups, despite living in such a fair society and being guaranteed equal opportunity under free competition. The existing structural disadvantage of the Malays compared to other ethnic groups
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was given no space of consideration. The gap between the Malays and other ethnic groups was simply reduced to the familiar pattern: Malays’ failure ← lack of ability ← lack of effort or hard work. One can rise to attain the status of decent citizen from the current status of will-be only by working harder and making effort. ‘Why can’t you do it?’

2.3.1 Problematizing Malays: the speeches of S. Rajaratnam

The above logic was constructed and utilized by the Malay members of parliament themselves in the late 1960s (demonstrated in Chapter 3). And at the start of the 1970s, the Minister of the Foreign Affairs, S. Rajaratnam, began to participate in this type of discourse and so publicly to represent the Malays as a negative element. One of his speeches directed to Malay issues, and published in the Malay newspaper Berita Harian, was titled “The Malays can develop in the future.”63 This speech was about how the Malays could improve themselves in Singapore society. Rajaratnam problematized the Malays by using the familiar ranking comparisons between the Malays and the other ethnic groups. Other ethnic groups were following the state goals and improving their communities in Singapore. However, the Malays were not doing well:

“The Malays are affected by several historical factors and have been left behind other groups. Today Singapore is taking a fast step to industrial development. In such a situation, the gap between the Malays and other ethnic groups can widen drastically, and therefore if no steps are taken, perhaps it will become impossible for the Malays to be connected [with the rest of the society] again.”64

At the time of this speech, the main focus of economic policy in Singapore was industrialization. Rajaratnam emphasises here how non-Malay Singaporeans were keeping up with the pace and direction taken by the state, by contributing to the high demand for skilled and ready labour to maintain Singapore’s role in the international market. However, the Malays were left behind without participating in it. Rajaratnam
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does mention here that the disadvantageous situation of the Malays was historically constructed. But predictably, he does not call for affirmative action. Rather, his appeal for “steps to be taken” is directed at the Malays themselves. He explicitly rejects the idea of affirmative action on their behalf, saying:

“...I do not think the way to sort this problem is to give privilege to the Malays in economic fields. This system only looks good as a plan, while in practice it will produce wealth only for a small group of Malays ... those who deeply understand the dynamic system of capitalist economy know that such a way will fail.” 65

As mentioned above, a state priority was to supply booming industries with a strong labour force. And Rajaratnam sets this goal as one for Malays to participate in, as a possible way to resolve the problem of their backwardness. The Malays are to be responsible, self-motivated agents who perform this goal for their own improvement:

“The Malays in Singapore as a minority can improve and develop themselves in the future by concentrating not only on educational issues but also business and industrial sectors.” 66

Having set a definite goal for the Malays to participate in, again, Rajaratnam again reminded the Malays of their weakness by using the patterned comparison. He began to compare the Malays and other ethnic groups regarding the necessary qualities to achieve success in these fields:

“...they should be capable of facing competition and running a race. They also should be ready to experience failure like other Indians and Chinese who started business recently...The narrow path is indeed difficult and tortuous. The Malay businessmen, like Indian and Chinese, have to face difficulties in business and industrial sectors.” 67

65 Berita Harian, 12th May 1970.
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Having pointed out the hard path ahead of Malays, Rajaratnam encourages them, adding, “However ... the Malays stand a chance to develop in certain fields of business. They are suitable to enter such fields.”68 This suitability, according to Rajaratnam, can be exercised under certain conditions. By participating in businesses in which non-Malays are relatively weak, the Malays have a chance of success:

“In business and industrial sectors in Singapore today, in order to succeed, fundamental capital and highest efficiency is required... I would like to propose that Malays should not participate in businesses in which non-Malays are fully strong. They should try to enter new business sectors which are still open to achievement attained through new activities to modernize the economy and [business] corporations in Singapore.”69

The Malays are presumed here to be neither highly efficient workers nor rich in capital, and so are advised to enter new fields where they are not outclassed by Chinese or Indians. These ‘new fields’ Rajaratnam refers to include: “working as hotel staff, bank clerks, or insurance employees, or factory workers.”70 Working in factories will help meet the demands of industrialisation, and working in hotels will meet the demand of a new sector being promoted by the government, tourism. Rajaratnam added that “The Malays will have a good chance to achieve success in these fields, like other ethnic groups. 71

Rajaratnam closed this speech with encouraging remarks. He reiterated that Malays can improve themselves.

“The Malays as a minority can think not only about their education but also about other activities to increase their ability to a maximum, to help build a modern economy and create steps in industrialization in Singapore. Then they can fill in areas of work which are inadequately filled by the population to achieve success.”72
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Rajaratnam did not forget to locate this goal as positive, meaningful, and useful for the Malays to perform. He told them the ethical meaning of participating in these business sectors: self-achievement, not reliance on others. "The Malays will achieve some result from their own efficiency and diligence and not from help given by other parties." And once more he spells out the message that they, like other ethnic groups, are subject to the 'law' of meritocracy in Singapore:

"The principle of the multi-ethnic society is that its citizens, either from the majority or a minority, can achieve success only based on their own ability and hard work." 

He stresses that this ideology leaves only one way forward for this backward group, namely, to stretch themselves to the maximum.

"Malays have to work much harder than the majority, to achieve equality with other ethnic groups in Singapore..... They can only achieve their goal if they work harder than now... If Malays cannot make more enthusiastic efforts to develop at a faster pace, the problem of the current gap [between them and other ethnic groups] certainly cannot be overcome."

This speech of Rajaratnan illustrates the emerging strategy of the government for managing Malays. The Malays MPs had publicly accepted the state’s idea of their position and special treatment, and the ideology to be chosen. This put Malays in the status of the potential members of mainstream Singapore society. Subsequently, the government is set to provoke them into becoming a more useful agency for the state to govern. It does so by constantly representing Malays as negative elements, who need to improve. It is a relatively hands-off approach by the state: a way of 'governing without governing.'

---

**Footnotes:**
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These outspoken comments on the Malays by the ministerial figure of Rajaratnam carry other significance too. The forceful remarks seem intended to give the message that meritocracy for Malays is now a given; that it is already accepted broadly by Malays as the founding ideology for their status and treatment. However, the uncompromising stance in this speech might itself reflect a need for more official and solid confirmation by Malays about where they stand themselves on the question of their special status and treatment.

Only a few days after that speech, Rajaratnam did press Malays to commit themselves more openly to the state’s ideology for them. He did so in a speech at a meeting of the social democratic club held at the National University of Singapore. Touching on the topic of Malay issues, he called on Malays “to stop what is called a ‘silent conspiracy’ (patakan yang senyap).” While the meaning of “silent conspiracy” was not spelt out in the newspaper report of his speech, it becomes clearer when we see the response to his remarks from the Central Council of Malay Cultural Organizations of Singapore.

The Council said that it welcomed Rajaratnam’s comments, and that it wished to voice its own opinion “because in the multi-racial society of Singapore, this issue is important and need to be explained properly, honestly, and sincerely.” This issue evidently refers to Malays’ special position and treatment:

“The issue of Malays’ special treatment, the meaning of it, has been wrongly represented by a certain group of people. In fact, in the constitution of Singapore, there is no direct record of special rights of the Malays in Singapore.”

By “a certain group of people”, here, the Council refers to those who present bumiputra as the ideology for the Malays. Thanks to them, Malays, are accused of wrongly representing their own rights in Singapore. Then the Council presented its own understanding about special treatment for Malays.
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“In fact the Malays in Singapore seem neither to be a specially positioned group of people, nor privileged to receive special treatment. In the context of this multi-racial society, the Malays are not reserved as special. The Central Council thinks that a wrong notion has been perpetuated and therefore a gap [in understanding] between the Malays and the other non-Malays has certainly arisen.” 79

By reading Rajaratnam’s initial complaint about a “silent conspiracy” in conjunction with this response above, we can see that Rajaratnam was alluding to how Malays conceived their special position and special treatment. He was suggesting that Malays actually felt entitled to be taken care of by the state, and that by refraining from openly expressing their allegiance to meritocracy and self-help for Malays, and covertly supporting special rights instead, they deliberately allow their own ideology to retain some currency (a ‘silent conspiracy’).

Rajaratnam’s remark was a challenge to Malays to clearly and openly declare which ideology they were going to follow, meritocracy or bumiputra special rights. And in its reply, the Central Council goes on to meet that challenge. It openly states its allegiance to the state ideology of meritocracy for Malays: to a path of self-improvement by self-effort:

“The Central Council accepts the fact that under the constitution, in order to achieve success, the Malays in Singapore need to make self-effort and improve ourselves in every respect. This is perhaps the primary factor if the Malays want to be competitive with non-Malays. It is solely by their own ability that Malays can achieve their goals.” 80

And in what looks like another response to Rajaratnam’s challenge, a landmark seminar was held in the same year, entitled “Malay participation in the national development of Singapore”81 (see Chapter 3).

---
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2.4 Conclusion

This chapter has shown how the state ideology of meritocracy came to be accepted by Malay leaders as the ideology for Malays in Singapore, and how a corresponding new notion of Malay began to emerge in the Singapore context: an agency depicted as backward and provoked constantly to prove itself.

When they look at bumiputra policy in Malaysia, Singaporeans often regard their state ideology, meritocracy, as race-free, class-free, democratic and fair. When I began to mix with Singaporeans and told them I had only recently arrived in Singapore, their kind lectures about Singapore rarely omitted to mention this founding myth of meritocracy ideology, and to say how fairly Singapore society works. However, the origins of meritocracy in Singapore belie this understanding. The meritocracy ideology was created by the winners in the Singapore society; namely, the ethnic Chinese who had English-language-medium education. Even among the ethnic Chinese, those with Chinese language education were not quite a part of this elite. Meritocracy was an ideology for the winners in Singapore. And given who those winners were, meritocracy was serving race and class interests.

In Malaysia, Malays are a majority, and the prevailing national ideology of bumiputra is pro-Malay. In Singapore, Chinese are a majority, and the national ideology of meritocracy favours the most fortunate Chinese (in the guise of being fair, democratic and race-free.) So in their implementation of ideology, the two countries have not acted very differently. 82

Meritocracy claims to bring fairness of opportunity, while bumiputra claims fairness of outcome. In reality, however, access to opportunity is very different for each individual depending on where one is born into the society. In the face of such socially-conditioned structural disadvantages, the winners often assert that it is

---

82. Two national myths, ethno-cultural (in Malaysia) and civic (in Singapore) in fact interplay, as David Brown precisely points out. He says “Both visions of community, civic and ethnocultural, can emerge either within civic society or can be inculcated and engineered by elite ideologies: similarly, both can emerge either in a liberal form which stresses civil society freedoms and individual self-fulfilment, or in an illiberal form which suppresses individual freedom and sustains state controls over civil society.” David Brown, Contemporary Nationalism: civic, ethnocultural and multicultural politics, New York: Routledge, 2000, p37.
possible to succeed by your own efforts, determination or strength. So those who happened to be lucky enough to be the winners in Singapore say to those who are still to-be, “work harder lah.”
Chapter 3 Malys Setting Goals for Malys

This chapter is about how Malys responded to the challenge by the state during the next few years (1966-1970). Section 1 examines the discourses of the Malay MPs. As shown in Chapter 2, the Malay MPs already accepted the ideology of meritocracy as the fundamental norm for Malys as well. Their desire to be full participants in Singapore society some day was already created. The broad direction to achieve this desire was set in their mind: to endow the Malys with an agency that performed according to the logic of meritocracy so that the Malys could become part of successful Singapore. And for this to happen, the MPs’ desire of fully becoming part of Singapore society needed to be shared by other Malys too. The various forms of discourses of Malay MPs examined in this first section served to lead other Malys to share their desire.

Section 2 seeks to examine the question of what attitude other Malys showed towards the idea of meritocracy. Did they seem to accept meritocracy as well? We can answer that to some extent by examining discourses and activities of members of Malay organizations during the period. These show a lack of explicit commitment to meritocracy, and even some implicit opposition to it. However, at the same time, their discourses and activities show that they shared with Malay MPs a desire to improve the situation of the Malys in Singapore. And that commonality of purpose eventually brought the Malay organisations to align their approach with that of Malay MPs.

Both sets of discourses and activities that we will focus on concern education, reflecting the fact that most Malay/Muslim organizations were educational or cultural in nature. Firstly we will see how the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union resisted a shift in language policy by the government, by trying to preserve Malay-language education in the face of official support for English. Secondly we will examine the efforts of a number of organisations to improve the level of education of Malys by raising funds for scholarships for Malay students.

Section 3 shows how Malay MPs began to work hand in hand with other politically active Malys who shared their desire for Malys to adopt the central ideology of
meritocracy. They worked together to achieve two things. One was to coordinate the resources of the Malays into one channel: self-improvement by the logic of meritocracy. The other was to declare to the rest of Singapore society the determination of Malays to improve themselves in this way in order to become worthy and decent Singaporeans. The first steps were thus taken to transform Malays so that they developed an agency fit to enable them to perform their roles in the Singapore nation-state.

3.1 The way for Malays to follow

This ideology of meritocracy, instead of bumiputra special rights, was accepted, supported, and set as the fundamental ideology by the Malay MPs. As members of the ruling party PAP, which enjoyed a virtual monopoly on political power, it was logical for the Malay MPs to support the state ideology. We can also presume that this state ideology suited the Malay members of the parliament, who were by definition high achievers of the kind validated by meritocracy.

Such assent to and celebration of meritocracy by those Malays who are winners can easily be seen among the Malays today. Some successful Malays accept and admire this ideology since it locates them a little higher than those Malays who cannot be winners. It proves their achievement to the rest of society and makes them feel good about themselves. When I was talking to one of the staff at the Islamic Religious Council of Singapore (MUIS), a successful Malay who had travelled to the United States to obtain his Bachelor degree education, he told me about how he taught the rules of the world to his daughter.

"I told her that your brain is no different from that of Chinese children. You can succeed when you work hard. If you work hard, then you can make it happen. The Malays can do anything we want to achieve, as Chinese or other Singaporeans do, you know."¹

¹Conversation in English on 29th November 2002.
Therefore, it is not quite surprising if meritocracy nicely chimed with the minds of the Malay MPs, was accepted by them with little problem or conflict, and was located by them as the central ideology for the rest of the Malays, too.

For the Malay MPs to actualize that desire, and to be fully successful themselves, there was one more big step necessary: other Malays had to share the same way of thinking as them. The ideology of meritocracy also needed to be positively received by Malays more broadly. Malays should be brought to view their unsuccessful situation as a lack of effort and hard work in the logic of meritocracy. A longing to be part of Singapore, and a craving to perform well in a meritocracy, must be shared by other Malays as well. The Malay MPs’ discourse functioned to lead Malays in various ways to share their desire.

3.1.1 The wonderful PAP post-independent government

In the discourse of Malay MPs, the post-independent government was praised by comparing it with colonial control. In the high spirits of independence, government by the ex-colonized was celebrated rather than examined critically. As often happened in other ex-colonies, the way that new masters with not white but yellow skin continued to utilise the colonial system in order to rule their “own” people, was ignored. Rather, in the glow of independence, the enjoyment of dignity as a sovereign country under their “own” government was highlighted.

In order to convince the Malays that the meritocracy ideology was the way to follow, the Malay MPs called up colonial control, letting it haunt Malays again as nightmare. In this way the current ideology and government were placed in a favourable light. One Malay MP, Othman Wok, introduced this understanding of history in front of approximately 4000 boy scouts and girl scouts.

---

2 A notorious regulation, the Internal Security Act (giving the power to detain people at will) was created by the British colonial government to control the Chinese Communist Party in Malaya. This regulation was inherited by decision of the post-independent PAP government and has frequently been used to detain Singaporeans since independence. Regarding the Internal Security Act, see, Garry Rodan, 'The Internet and Political Control in Singapore,' Political Science Quarterly, vol.113, no.1, 1998, pp.63-89. Also, how the Internal Security Act was used to control a politician who opposed the government in the 1980s is well documented by Francis T. Seow, To catch a tartar: a dissident in Lee Kuan Yew's prison, New Haven, Conn. : Yale University Southeast Asia Studies, 1994.
"We blame British colonial control for not giving opportunities to youth in this country to rule their society, and for bringing success to the British themselves. Today, I am pleased to state that this process by the West has successfully been ended."³

The structure presented in the above sentence is binary, between colonial control and the current government. Under the colonial control, the Malays were not given adequate education, and that became the main factor that held Malays back from development. This idea was also presented by another Malay MP, Sha’ari Tadin in a speech in 1970. His recall and analysis of the past revealed what colonial control meant to the Malays.

"Perhaps when the British treated the Malays as they did during colonial times, they were deferring to the wishes of the Malays as they understood them. It must be remembered that they were given a severe drubbing by the Indians during the Munity for interfering in ‘native customs’. If it were out of this respect for Malay custom, then History could not blame them for adopting this ‘soft attitude’."⁴

What was this soft attitude? (Sha’ari Tadin’s term tidapathy below is a play on words, combining English apathy with the Malay expression tidak apa-apa, meaning “It doesn’t matter.”)

"Firstly, the Malays were given ‘the wrong kind of education’ – wrong from our present point of view. It was a cultural education, which made the Malays contented and obedient. The result was that the Malay mind was not an inquiring one.

During colonial times, the Malays were herded into Malay settlements. Here within the four walls of the kampongs, the Malays went their separate ways. Here they lived socially apart from the other races. They lived

³ Berita Harian, 1st March 1967.
⁴ Sharom Ahmat and James Wong, Malay Participation in the National Development of Singapore, Singapore: Eurasia Press,1971, p3.[quotation in original English]
contented, practising their own religious and cultural values, often with graciousness of living. There they developed ‘tidapathy’ for material things and were employed as lower postmen, peons, messenger-boys, drivers – and if they were employed as clerks, they already enjoyed high status.”

In his analysis, the past source of Malays’ backwardness was reduced to the way in which the colonial control treated the Malays, including wrong education, ethnic segregation, and provision of lower status jobs. Sha’ari continued by saying that British colonial control left Malays no way to improve themselves. The Malays even needed help to walk.

“...people have pointed out that special treatment for the Malays is like a walking stick – once you become dependent on the walking stick, you will never be able to walk on your own. In other words, they say that if Malays are proffered assistance, they will become lazy and will not be dynamic. In fact there are people who say that if the Malays had not been pampered by the British during the last 140 years, they would today be as dynamic and forward-looking as the other communities. There is probably some truth in this.”

So British colonial control not only held back the material development of Malays but also their psychological development. If there had been no colonial control the Malays would have responded to challenge much sooner, instead of being delayed for so long. The British made the Malays like disabled spoiled creatures. In such conditions, there was no hope for them. But in Sha’ari Tadin’s mind, he goes on to say, things were different after 1959:

“Although the other races too had to modernise, the adjustment was a minor one in that they started modernising in 1819, whereas for the Malays this did not start until 1959.”

---

This year, 1959, is the year when the PAP government became the ruling party of the state government of Singapore. In contrast to the colonial government, under the PAP the situation has changed.

"The prospects of Malay prosperity are brighter today. The Malays no doubt know what they want – they want to be a fully loyal, progressive and prosperous community that can contribute to national development." 8

Sha’ari Tadin also did not forget to remind Malays how responsible the current government is by mentioning the fact that it has kept its promise in the constitution:

"The government in its policy of assisting Malay students has helped deserving Malay students and it will continue in the future to be more liberal in giving scholarships, bursaries and assistance to Malay students who show the potential to develop and to make the grade." 9

A simple binary structure was effectively created here. One set of elements is illustrated quite negatively: British colonial control, the Malays’ lack of material and psychological development, a spoiled person depending on a walking stick even if s/he may not need it. By contrast, another set is illustrated very positively: the current government, the Malays with a bright future, standing on their own feet. This contrast is not just blind flattery to the current government or to the society based on meritocracy; it pushes the Malays to believe that they are in a condition where they can make a difference if they wish to.

For the Malays, the current setting is now perfect for them to advance from their backwardness. Under the new circumstances, with this new rightful government, the Malays can change. Sha’ari Tadin shows that they can be like other ethnic groups if they truly want to, saying:

8 Sharom & Wong eds., 1971, p3.
9 Sharom & Wong eds., 1971, p5.
“Within a matter of years we should be able to see an increasing number of Malay doctors, engineers, architects, scientists, lawyers, business managers, etc., occupying top level positions in their respective fields. Until such time, the Malays will not be able to make a very worthwhile contribution to national development, and to contribute to the GNP of the Republic as other communities are already doing even though they are minority groups.”

Here the Malays were located in a familiar comparative framework ranking them against the non-Malays. They are put in the situation of would-be members, are encouraged and expected to be able to become like other ethnic groups to make a worthwhile contribution.

Praise of the government was conveyed through another binary contrast too. Singapore, democratic, modern and progressive, was contrasted to other countries which held on to feudalism by maintaining a royal family, such as Malaysia. In 1967, Rahim Ishak made such a speech. Firstly, what the Singapore society is like was defined in his speech.

“Malays in this republic will surely be Malay but what is more exciting is that they will become one big group of this society: progressive, multi-racial, and multi-religious Singapore.”

Here Singapore is presented through a package of modern, fair and democratic images. And Rahim Ishak shows how in such a society, the Malays’ future can be wonderful. To become part of such a society is exciting for the Malays:

“Malays in Singapore will have a wonderful era in the future. In such an era, the same status is given to them as to other members in the society...Malays in Singapore will be able to see themselves in the same situation as in Indonesia where Malays have managed to free themselves from the shackles of feudal

10 Sharom & Wong eds., 1971, p5.
11 Berita Minggu, 12th February 1967.
notions from the previous generation, and are moving toward a modern and progressive society.”¹²

What is promised in Singapore society, in Rahim Ishak’s illustration, is modernity, democracy, and a fair deal under the current government. In this society customs like caste have already been discarded:

“They [Malays] will not be esteemed as a lower caste by those who consider themselves to be Brahma and to have blue blood.”¹³

This wonderful governance in Singapore is reduced by Rahim Ishak to the state leaders. The leaders of Singapore, the PAP leaders, are fair, responsible, and efficient. They do not discriminate against the Malays. They will put the Malays under consideration.

“Malays in Singapore have leaders who are full of talent, and who are efficient at working with other people, to improve their [Malays’] lives to the same standard as other [ethnic] groups in Singapore.”¹⁴

In addition, the government has kept its promise defined in the constitution, too:

“The Singapore state has chosen that Malays here are given special opportunities in education, and this has been exercised since 1960. … the Malays have already been given encouragement to adapt their lives to the new changeable society.”¹⁵

The more wonderful the government is, the more questions can be posed to the Malays about why they cannot make a difference. The Malays have already been put in better hands and in a better position. Now, the Malays can change. It was not quite possible in feudalistic conditions, but is now possible under the post-independent PAP

---

¹² Ibid.
¹³ Berita Minggu, 12th February 1967.
¹⁴ Ibid.
¹⁵ Ibid.
government which is fair and responsible to all members of the society regardless of ethnicity. It encourages the Malays to change themselves.

"The Malays here will become Malays who have freed themselves from all the ties and traditions of feudal life, and from obsolete customs, which would force them to call themselves slaves ... Only spineless lackeys who still follow old customs or traditions will obtain inspiration or guidance from people who try to relight the dying embers of feudalism with stories of royal descendants..." 16

Here is a clear contrast again. Singapore as democratic, modern and progressive is opposed to other countries which are still feudalistic in the sense of retaining a royal family, such as Malaysia. In Singapore, the Malays can free themselves from such obsolete customs under their brilliant leaders, whereas Malays in Malaysia cannot free themselves from the spectre of a feudal system.

Rahim Ishak continued by reminding the Malays not to expect further support, like in Sha’ari Tadin’s speech. The responsible government has already provided support to the Malays in its own way. Bumiputra special rights and the pampering of Malays as in the feudal colonial time is not an option for the Malays in modern, democratic and fair Singapore.

"The Singapore government has decided that Malays are to be given special opportunities in education, and this has been going on since 1960. Malays are already receiving special encouragement to adapt their lives to this new and increasingly prosperous industrial society. 17

The binary opposition between the current post-independent PAP government and either colonial control or a feudalistic system functions to lead the Malays to do something in their new situation. Through this simplified opposition of elements, Malays are shown two things. One is what a wonderful society they are in since independence. The other is that it is now up to them to change under these

16 Berita Minggu, 12th February 1967.
17 Ibid.
circumstances. The necessary affirmative action has already been put in place by a fair and responsible government. Now it is the Malays themselves who must do something.

3.1.2 'Seize the Day'

This second message, that the Malays must now act to improve themselves, was also expressed in the speeches of the Malay MPs. Having explained the fortunate situation of the Malays in Singapore and shown the positive value of Singapore, the discourses of the Malay MPs urged the Malays to act to improve themselves. Such efforts are the key to improving without any further affirmative action. Another Malay MP, Ghazali Ismail, encouraged the Malay students at the University of Singapore in this way. He pointed out that the Malays should make the most of their chances.

"The Malays have been left behind for 25 years in education... This government has already provided various facilities and forms of support to enable Malay children to achieve a high standard of education... Every generation, every hour should be used fully to make up for lost time." 18

Under the post-independent PAP government, they can improve themselves if they never stop making an effort.

This message of "You must do something" was also delivered by other Malay MPs. To urge the Malays on, the familiar method was used of comparing Malays with other ethnic groups and locating the Malays as potential members of mainstream society. Rahim Ishak urged the Malays to strive to catch up with the development of Singapore, in those terms. He said first:

"We must make efforts so that in the multi-racial society we will not be left behind in development." 19

In the multi-racial society of Singapore where there is no discrimination such as a caste system, the Malays can succeed like the other groups as long as they try. He told them

18 Berita Harian, 6th June 1968.
19 Berita Harian, 15th May 1967.
one way they can catch up: by understanding their position compared to other groups in order to escape it:

“It is important for Malay parents to be aware of the problems and challenges as much as possible so that they can reduce the size of the gap [between the Malays and other ethnic groups] in education and employment, by becoming professionals or managers who handle complex situations.”  

He also appealed to Malays’ desire to be a respected part of mainstream Singapore society, saying:

“The current issue is to make the various gaps closer. People [non-Singaporeans] often say to us that Singaporeans are diligent and strong workers and that the leaders of Singapore possess wisdom, honesty and a soul willing to make sacrifices; that they are leaders who are dedicated and efficient. The Malays in Singapore too truly want to be able to share themselves in this admiration given to Singapore.”

Here he encourages Malays to try hard to become like the other ethnic groups so that they can some day be part of the Singapore that enjoys praise from people.

Another Malay MP, Yusof bin Ishak gave a speech greeting Hari Raya addressed to the Malays. In this speech, encouragement to Malays is now presented as an urgently necessary task.

“All of our people, we, in particular we [i.e. Malays], must grab all the opportunities provided by this socio-democratic government, because this is a step-by-step preparation for us to face the future.”

20 Berita Harian, 15th May 1967.
21 Ibid.
22 Berita Harian, 14th January 1967.
The only way for the Malays to improve themselves is through their own achievement, and so not a single opportunity should not be missed in a promptly changing society like Singapore. Yosof bin Ishak explains this further by talking about Hari Raya.

"There is no same Hari Raya [every year], because the situation of human beings always changes. Modern society certainly always develops. Only our ability to adapt to the rapidly changing situation can promise us a life and development of our society." 23

Singapore as a modern society unavoidably changes in order to improve itself. In such a place and era, the Malays in Singapore must make themselves change to make themselves suitable. Only with this ability can the Malays secure a hopeful future.

The ‘necessary task’ message of Yosof bin Ishak’s speech is nicely supplemented by an appeal to the core logic of meritocracy by another Malay MP, Othman Wok. In the meritocratic society of Singapore, success is proportional to the amount of effort achieved through self-reliance. And Othman Wok asked Malays to consider their own backwardness compared to other groups in this light.

"The backwardness of Malays is not because Malays are from a small group ... The number in the group is not a problem. Indians, Ceylonese, Pakistanees, and Bengalis – they are all small groups, smaller than Malays. Why can they develop better than us? They become business experts, engineers, lawyers, judges, or occupy high positions in government ... Their success is because they work hard and pursue goals, without causing trouble by asking for support from other people." 24

The discourses of the Malay MPs thus led the Malays by an elaborate logic. Firstly, by simple binary contrasts they showed that the Malays were in good hands under the current government. Secondly, they said that in such a good situation, the way for Malays to improve was not to ask for affirmative action as in the evil colonial era and

23 Berita Harian, 14th January 1967.
24 Berita Minggu, 9th April 1967.
to go back to being people who used a walking stick. Instead, the discourses urged the Malays to see that it was they who must do something for themselves.

3.1.3 Can you do it?

These discourses by the Malay MPs became quite ritualised, as the same elements kept appearing in speeches by the different MPs. This ritual nature is illustrated in a speech in 1968 by Sha’ari Tadin, which contains nearly all the individual elements we have seen so far. What is extra in Sha’ari Tadin’s speech is that it ends by provoking Malays to prove themselves. This provocative function mirrors the state discourses we saw in Chapter 2, especially those of Rajaratnam.

Firstly, Sha’ari Tadin reminded the Malays of how responsible and kind the government was towards Malays.

“The government gives full support to all the Malays in this republic, as provided for in the constitution – especially in education.”\(^{25}\)

And what the Malays should do is to make the best of these opportunities. In order to become a part of mainstream Singapore, they must improve themselves.

“The Malays must make use of this infrastructure and these opportunities which make it possible for you to develop yourself. Such efforts will succeed only if the Malays have the spirit to face challenges in work and education, and to discipline themselves to face the future world... The Malays must be aware that we live in a society which keeps changing to become better and to become more urban and industrialized ... The Malays must become a part of this society, by developing as well, in every aspect of socio-political and economic life.”\(^{26}\)

Sha’ari Tadin then makes the point of other Malays MPs, that in order to succeed in the changing society of Singapore, Malays will need to adapt and change:

\(^{25}\) Berita Harian, 15\(^{th}\) May 1968.  
\(^{26}\) Ibid.
“They have to change their attitude and choose a way of thinking that enables them to adapt themselves to the on-going changes around them.” 27

In deploying the familiar framework of comparing Malays with other ethnic groups: Sha’ari Tadin adopts a provocative tone:

“The Malays must have the spirit to stand themselves on their own feet. So that one day, my dear friends, you yourselves will be able to stand as high as other [ethnic] groups.” 28

Sha’ari Tadin tells the Malays here that they are presently would-be members of the mainstream society, still in need of realization. However, this need not be an endless miserable condition. A possibility in the indefinite future is opened to the Malays. Someday, if they have the spirit, they can be like the other Singaporeans. But the question is whether the Malays can do it or not. Sha’ari seems to challenge them, or almost taunt them: Can you do it, my dear friends?

Another Malay MP, Ghazali Ismail, provokes the Malays in similar terms. He pushes Sha’ari Tadin’s question a little further, saying:

“We think that we are a backward group ... We need to have a strong belief that if other people can improve, then why not us? We are human beings who God has created equal to those other humans who have already developed themselves.” 29

Ghazali Ismail leaves Malays with no excuse to justify their inferior achievements. The challenge is there: the ethnic groups can improve themselves, so why can’t you?

The Malay MPs’ discourses were not direct and explicit prescriptions of the path that Malays should follow in Singapore. But when these rather clumsy discourses are put

27 Berita Harian, 15th May 1968.
28 Ibid.
29 Berita Harian, 14th November 1967.
together in one picture, it is possible to see the direction in which the Malay MPs wanted to lead the Malays. That path is to become part of Singapore society by accepting the state ideology of meritocracy, and performing it as well as other groups. Their discourses serve in one way or another to show the Malays that direction, whether by encouraging them to feel good about the government, by urging them to change, or—in the same way as Rajaratnam did—by placing them at the bottom of the ethnic totem pole and challenging them to climb it.

3.2 Malay organizations and meritocracy

3.2.1 Efforts to maintain Malay as a language of education

First we should briefly examine the changing status of the Malay language in Singapore. When Singapore became independent in 1965, Lee Kuan Yew promised that Malay would remain the national language of Singapore. In that speech (delivered in English) he also said that Malay was to become the common language of Singaporeans.

"It is the easiest language that can be understood by all: the Indians and also the Chinese, Eurasians, Ceylonese and Pakistanis. You enter a shop, go to market, travel by bus, what language do people use? The National Language, isn't it? ... slowly, in 10 years time if we implement our policy, our plans that are ready, I believe our people will be more fluent in Malay than the neighbouring states whose people are not that fluent now."³⁰

In line with that policy the government ran a campaign called the “National Language Month” campaign (Bulan Bahasa Kebangsaan), in 1966. This campaign had been started in the early 1960s and its purpose was to encourage non-Malay speaking Singaporeans to be familiar with the Malay language.

In 1967, however, the status of Malay in Singapore took a heavy blow, when Lee Kuan Yew announced that “English will be the language relevant to Singapore’s future during the next 15 to 20 years.” This remark signalled an official shift to English that had a huge impact on the status of Malay and the viability of Malay-medium education – at a time when many Malay parents already had doubts about the quality of Malay schools in Singapore. And later that year, a new regulation was introduced: science, mathematics and other technical subjects would be taught in English in all schools in Singapore, including Malay schools.

This official shift to English language was predictably supported by Malay government leaders. Especially prominent in defending this policy was the Malay MP, Ghazali Ismail. This is interesting, as it had been he who had organised the “National Language Month” campaign just a year earlier. At that time Ghazali Ismail had praised and promoted the state’s aim of making Malay the common language of Singaporeans, and asserted that “Malay has been accepted by us [Singaporeans] as the National language and as our common language.” He now adjusted his position to follow the trend of the government, arguing that using English to teach science and maths in Malay primary schools was good for Malays.

The Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union and Malay teachers did not adjust to the new state policy so readily. Rather than embracing the switch to English, some of them objected to it. For instance, when Ghazali Ismail declared in a speech to a Malay audience that “teaching science and maths through English will give our children in Malay medium schools brighter hopes for their future,” a Malay teacher in the audience expressed his disagreement, He asked Ghazali Ismail whether teaching those subjects in English in Malay schools did not threaten the viability of Malay-medium education. Ghazali Ismail answered that no, it did not. Using English for practical subjects would actually strengthen Malay medium education, he argued, by giving parents new confidence in the quality of Malay schools at a time when many Malay parents already had doubts about the quality of Malay schools in Singapore.

---

31 Berita Harian, 16th October 1967. This remark by Lee Kuan Yue was quoted by the head of the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union (KGMS).
32 For example, in a 1968 speech by a Malay official of the Ministry of Education, Ahmad bin Dzafir, reported in Berita Harian, 9th January 1968; and in a speech the same year by the Minister for Culture, the Malay Sha’ari Tadin, reported in Berita Harian, 9th August 1968.
33 Berita Harian, 4th November 1966.
34 Berita Harian, 1st August 1968.
35 Ibid.
parents were deserting those schools and sending their children to English medium schools instead.\textsuperscript{36}

Ghazali Ismail went on to argue that choice of language was a purely pragmatic issue. Language is simply “a strategic vehicle or means of transportation,”\textsuperscript{37} and any vehicle could be the best way to get your destination, depending on the circumstances. This remark met with opposition as well. The secretary general of the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union, who was also in the audience, expressed doubt about the logic of that analogy of Ghazali Ismail.\textsuperscript{38} In reply, Ghazali Ismail reminded him that the policy of using English had only been in force for seven months and urged him to “Just give it a try. We should wait for several years more and then we can draw conclusions [about its merits].”\textsuperscript{39}

The next year saw more substantial disagreement by the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union with the government’s policy on English in education. This was at a forum titled “Directions for Malay teachers and students in Singapore in the next ten years.” Speakers included the Malay MP Ghazali Ismail, the Secretary General of the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union (KGMS), Mamat Samat; and a speaker each from the Malay Studies department at NUS and from Nanyang University.

The Malay MP Ghazali Ismail remarked at the forum that the decline in enrolments at Malay schools was something that should be accepted. He said it simply showed that “Malay parents themselves ... are becoming less certain about Malay schools.”\textsuperscript{40} From the meritocratic viewpoint, it is understandable for him to face the decline of Malay medium education as a natural trend. Similarly a Malay official of the Ministry of Education in a speech a year earlier had said that deserting Malay schools was a valid response by Malay parents to the changing times, and “if the majority of Malay parents put their children in an English medium school, that is not wrong at all ...”\textsuperscript{41}

\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Berita Harian}, 1\textsuperscript{st} August 1968. This also coincides closely with the controversy in Malaysia over the status of Malay as the national language. They National Language Act in 1967 gave rise to mass agitation - led again by Malay teachers - in favour of full replacement of English by Malay.

\textsuperscript{37} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{38} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{39} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{40} \textit{Berita Harian}, 3\textsuperscript{rd} February 1969.

\textsuperscript{41} Ahmad bin Dzafir, quoted in \textit{Berita Harian}, 9\textsuperscript{th} January 1968.
However, in his own speech, the secretary general of the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union, Marnat Samat, disagreed with Ghazali Ismail. He declared that the drop in enrolments at Malay schools was alarming. He also criticised the state policy of teaching science and maths through English in all schools in Singapore including Malay schools – and blamed that policy of the government for the decline in enrolments at Malay schools. He said:

“Malay medium education cannot be compatible with English medium education, as regards the teaching of science and maths in English. Why are the same facilities (layanan) not given to Malay students in Malay medium schools? Unless some radical changes are made by the government, the future of Malay medium schools in the coming 10 years will be increasingly bleak.”42

He expresses himself rather vaguely here, but he evidently means: why are Malay pupils not also given equal ‘facilities’ in the form of instruction in science and maths in a language which the teachers and pupils are fully proficient in (i.e. Malay)? Ghazali Ismail on the next day of the forum responded to these criticisms by Mamat, saying

“It seems to me that Mr Mamat Samad is still sceptical about the effect which can be achieved by teaching science and maths in English at primary school level. I am willing to debate this issue in public with him.” 43

And in fact several Malay organisations responded to that challenge by promptly organising a working committee to arrange for that debate between Samad and Ghaizalie to take place44 – although the debate apparently never eventuated.

In fact, a year earlier, the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union had sent a letter to the Ministry of Education about the government’s new directive for English to be used in

---

42 Berita Harian, 3rd February 1969.
43 Berita Harian, 4th February 1969.
44 Ibid.
teaching science and maths. In that letter they stated that they would accept this expansion of usage of English to teach science and maths, but with a proviso:

“The government should guarantee that no further subjects will be taught in English, apart from science and mathematics.”

This mild initial resistance had grown, and now a year later, the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union was challenging government ministers over an education policy inaugurated by the meritocratic government.

To sum up, the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union disagreed with the Malay MPs over the state’s shift in language policy. Instead of making a prompt and easy shift from Malay language in line with state policy, they attempted to maintain the integrity and viability of Malay-medium education against the trend of the government. This amounted to implicitly opposing meritocracy as the path for Malays. That is, instead of embracing the challenge of competing with other ethnic groups in terms of English, they were seeking to protect the Malay language in the face of the threat of English, and thus a separate Malay identity in preference to the meritocratic commonality. Now, when the status of Malay was being eroded to a purely symbolic status as national language, to resist that trend was tantamount to resisting progress and holding on to special rights for Malays.

3.2.2 Efforts by Malay/Muslim organisations to set up scholarships.

While attempting to preserve the importance of Malay language in education, Malays also took steps to improve the community’s educational achievement. As it became clear to Malay organisations that in statistical terms Malay children were not performing well in education, they founded scholarship funds to help Malay children.

45 Berita Harian, 5th October 1968.
46 Ibid.
47 Berita Minggu, 3rd April 1966. The article is titled “Why do many Malay students fail in examinations?”
One Malay organisation that provided scholarships was the Prophet Muhammad’s Birthday Memorial Scholarship Fund Board (Lembaga Baisiswa Kenangan Maulud or LBKM). The LBKM was founded in 1963 and set up a board to administer scholarships in 1965. By identifying itself as non-political, non-ethnic and even non-religious, and by providing scholarships for both Malay and (a smaller number of) non-Malay students, it won the participation of a range of organisations, both Malay and non-Malay. Donations to LBKM increased yearly and by 1969 had reached 23,000 dollars, which funded 84 students.

Other Malay organizations implemented scholarship projects as well. The Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union (KGMS) began from 1970 to provide scholarships for the children of its members. It also provided them for its own members who wished to obtain higher education, in order to combat the shortage of well-qualified teachers in Malay schools. The Malay Youth Literary Association (4PM) also provided scholarships. It gave them to both Malays and non-Malays, but at times targeted Malays only, in order to meet specific needs of the Malay community. For instance, in 1969 4PM offered scholarship for five students, Malays only, to take a 6-9 month course at the Industrial Training Centre – in order to improve Malay expertise in science – and engineering-related subjects. In addition to scholarships, 4PM also conducted series of seminars to raise the awareness of Malays about the importance of education.

Do these efforts by the Malays show an acceptance of the government’s central ideology of meritocracy? After all, these schemes are efforts by Malays to help themselves. They are initiatives by Malays to improve their own lives in Singapore without asking for help from other groups. And the LBKM scheme was praised by a Malay MP as “the first collective effort by the Muslim community to raise funds at the

---

48 *Berita Harian*, 8th June 1968. LBKM sometimes expresses gratitude toward the Islamic community or asks support by mentioning the Islamic community. However, in the article cited here, it asserts its neutrality from politics and ethnicity, as well as religion.

49 *Berita Harian*, 20th May 1969.

50 *Berita Harian*, 27th December 1969.

51 *Berita Harian*, 28th April 1966.

52 *Berita Harian*, 12th February 1969.

53 *Berita Minggu*, 5th October 1969. In this article, the seminars were recommended by a Malay MP.
national level for the educational benefit of Muslim children."\textsuperscript{54} It is noteworthy that the organisations do not explicitly align themselves with the government, for example by participating in pro-government discourses such as mentioning the PAP's special treatment of Malays in the field of education or the wonderful opportunities that Malays have in Singapore. And as we saw above, the biggest scholarship organisation explicitly called itself “non-political”, which is quite a strong statement in the Singapore context, declaring lack of affiliation with either the government or the opposition. On the whole, then, these scholarship schemes must have been approved by the state but not instigated by it, and do not seem to be motivated by a wish to perform its ideology or to be seen doing it.

Our conclusion is that Malay organisations at this time did not seem to share the commitment of Malay MPs to meritocracy as the path for Malays in Singapore. Nevertheless to improve the educational achievements of Malays waw wholly compatible with the sprit of the meritocracy, and in this respect found common ground with the Malay MPs. The difference at this time between the positions of the MPs and the Malay organizations was not so much over some of the concrete steps that were appropriate, or over the need to mobilise self-help within the Malay community, but over whether this was to be done with wholehearted commitment to meritocracy. How this difference began to be resolved is the theme of the next section.

3.3 Setting the targets to be achieved

In Section 1, we saw how Malays during this period (1965-70) were being exposed to discourses by Malay MPs urging them to embrace meritocracy ideology, and work to improve themselves. In Section 2 we saw how, in the meantime, two different types of discourses and conducts prevailed among politically conscious Malays: one implicitly opposing meritocracy, the other endorsing self-improvement by Malays. This section will show how some Malay opinion-leaders began to work with the MPs to make meritocracy the accepted context for Malay-self-improvement.

An early contribution was by a Malay academic, Dr Ahmad bin Muhamad Ibrahim, in a 1966 talk at a seminar organized by the youth wing of Muhammadiyah (an Islamic religious organization), titled “The Situation of Muslims in Singapore.” Dr Ahmad bin Muhamad Ibrahim harshly criticised the idea of a Bumiputra policy for Malays in Singapore.

“The existence of Malay special rights perhaps will cause the Malays to think that they are over-protected and they do not need to compete with other ethnic groups in order to improve their life.”

And Dr Ahmad bin Muhamad Ibrahim praised the idea of meritocracy for Malays:

“How long have the Malays had to be a backward and dominated group who must be led like small children? I think it is better for the Malays to compete openly and equally with other [ethnic] groups in this country.”

This humiliating image of Malays as small children being led by others, mirrors the image by Sha’ari Tadin examined earlier. Sha’ari Tadin depicted Malays under the Bumiputra policy as people with a walking stick.

In the late 1960s, non-MP members of the Malay elite like Dr Ahmad bin Muhamad Ibrahim, who came to share a vision of what the Malays should become, began to work together with Malay MPs to make meritocracy the accepted path for Malays to follow in Singapore.

The Malay elite had two aims. The first aim was to combine the resources of Malay/Muslim organizations, in order to improve the commitment of Malays to accepting the logic of meritocracy as the guiding principle of their efforts and to channel their energies and efforts in its service in a more efficient way. The second was to show the rest of the Singapore society that Malays had accepted meritocracy. To pursue the first aim, they worked with MPs to form a Malay Cultural Council that
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would integrate the Malay/Muslim organizations and coordinate their activities into the same direction. The second aim was served by a landmark seminar in 1970.

3.3.1 The formation of the Central Council of Malay Cultural Organizations, Singapore

The idea of a Malay Cultural Council had first been proposed by the Malay opposition party in 1966 as a way to develop Malay culture in post-independent Singapore society. But when this idea was picked up by Malay MPs in 1968, its goals changed. In 1968, the PAP Malay MP Sha’ari Tadin showed Malay cultural organizations a proposal for a Malay Cultural Council with these functions:58

1. To organize projects to improve Malays in educational, social, and cultural aspects.

2. To form a research body to help the Central Council plan suitable projects of this type.

3. To cooperate with efforts of the government to improve Malays in the above-mentioned fields.

4. To direct projects organized by Malay organizations and experts such as the Gerakan Obor ‘Torch Movement’ [a movement established before independence to improve the education level of Malays]. 59

The Council would therefore function as an intermediary between government and Malays, coordinating efforts by both sides to improve the Malays, and also channelling the efforts of the various Malay groups into one direction.

These functions of the Council were clarified at a symposium held in June that year attended by 150 delegates from 43 organizations and opened by the Minister of

58 Berita Harian, 13th June 1968.
59 Ibid.
Domestic affairs, the Malay Othman Wok. At the symposium Sha’ari Tadin presented a working paper titled “The Central Council of Malay Cultural Organizations, Singapore.” He stated proposed functions for the Council virtually identical in form to the above, and added:

“The Central Cultural Council will be designed as a solid and impressive body. It needs to coordinate and foster connections among Malay cultural organizations, to suit the situation and ideology in this republic.”

In short, the function of the Council is to mould the Malays into one unified group to implement the state ideology effectively and efficiently.

The Central Cultural Council was inaugurated in November that year in front of 100 delegates from 38 organizations. Sha’ari Tadin made a speech saying:

“If we do not work hard to change the style of our struggle (perjuangan) then we will soon be left far behind.”

Just as Sha’ari Tadin proposed that Malays must change the “style of their struggle”, that new style was publicly declared to Singaporeans two years later in 1970, at a landmark seminar, “Malay participation in the national development of Singapore.”

3.3.2 Towards the 1970 seminar

The 1970 seminar served to declare to the rest of Singapore society what path Malays would follow. That was the second aim of the Malay elite opinion-leaders. They wished to show the nation that Malays would work to improve themselves and become decent Singaporeans – in other words, that they had accepted meritocracy.

To place the landmark seminar in its context, we should recall that in May 1970 the Minister of Foreign Affairs, S. Rajaratnam, challenged the Malays to declare their
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60 Berita Harian, 16th September 1968. The Muslim Missionary Society, Singapore (Jamiyah) provided its new meeting hall for this symposium.
61 Berita Harian, 1st October 1968.
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allegiance to meritocracy. At that time, as a representation of the Malays’ voice, the Central Cultural Council had responded with a statement of support for the state’s position on Malays (see 2.3.1). The seminar held in December 1970 was to be another response to that challenge. The Council would organise a large official event to show Singaporeans the clear attitude of the Malays. One of the key figures in leading the seminar was Dr. Sharom Ahmat, a lecturer working at the history department at National University of Singapore. He was also a member of the Central Cultural Council.

Both Malays and non-Malays were to participate in the seminar together. Several non-Malays were on the committee of six in charge of organising the seminar, and in an announcement in the Malay newspaper Sharom Ahmat stressed the inclusive nature of the seminar:

“This issue [of the problems of the Malays] cannot be solved solely by looking through the lens of the Malays or of any single group. Therefore the seminar will be organized on a large scale to include participants from various [ethnic] groups, who can search together for appropriate, radical, and well defined resolutions. This seminar also hopes to produce the result of uniting the Malays to participate in national development in a serious and determined way ...” 63

This is an interesting way to conduct the seminar on the problems of the Malays. In the past, the problems of the Malays had usually been discussed within the Malay community, but now, by contrast, other ethnic groups were also involved. This was perhaps an effective way of making some non-Malay Singaporeans more understanding of the Malays’ situation as well as of demonstrating their determination to impact it. A Chinese Singaporean, James Wong, was quoted in Berita Harian as commenting approvingly on this inclusive style of running the seminar, saying it was good “because the non-Malay communities only know the problems faced by the Malays as something outside our skin.” 64

63 Ibid.
64 Ibid.
3.3.2.1. Preliminary forum

The scene was set in October 1970 at a small all-Malay forum titled “the Malay Community in the Era of Meritocracy.” This forum can be seen as preparation step for the coming seminar about participation of the Malays in nation-building. The leading figures in this preliminary forum were also involved in the larger coming seminar, such as the secretary of the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union, Wan Husain Haji Zoohri, and Dr Sharom Ahmat. The forum’s verdict on the future direction of Malays was clear: Malays should accept meritocracy and make efforts to improve themselves.

One participant at the forum described the situation of Malays as follows:

“The gap between the Malay community and the non-Malay community is growing. This situation does not make us happy ... we [Malays] must accelerate efforts to reduce this gap.”

This statement is telling. The notion that Malays, predictably, are not “happy” to be left behind the other ethnic groups, reflects a desire to become like those other groups. To achieve this, they are not asking for any support to the government, but declaring their determination to make the gap small by their own efforts. In order to become happier, they must work hard by themselves to actualize what they want to become.

The forum also called upon Malays to ponder their own readiness to accept the challenges of a meritocratic society. During the discussion participants presented such challenges and questions as this:

“We have to ask ourselves these things. What are the features of a meritocracy?... Does the Malay community possess the traits needed for a meritocracy?

Does the entire Malay community stand still? For instance, is the Malay society unable to take change — can it not take the process of urbanization...
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Are we Malays now ready for open competition on equal terms?"\textsuperscript{66}

The forum did not debate whether Malays should choose the ideology of meritocracy over that of \textit{Bumiputra} special rights. Instead it presented meritocracy as the unquestionable path for Malays and posed them the challenge: Can you do it? Are you good enough?

Interestingly, also present at this forum was the Minister of Foreign Affairs, S. Rajaratnam. He was the figure who had challenged Malays to end their ‘silent conspiracy’ of tacit support for the \textit{Bumiputra} policy, and openly declare their support for the state ideology of meritocracy instead. So he surely witnessed the discussion at the forum with satisfaction. He also encouraged the participants in their conclusions by saying to them:

"The Malay community faces the challenge of open competition... One basis for encouraging the concept of meritocracy is to end the legacy of past notions ... the idea that we [minorities] cannot have the same living standard as other ethnic groups. What is very important here is to abandon the belief that Malays are being deprived of something and to abandon the old notion of asking for help easily. This must become the direction for the Malay community."\textsuperscript{67}

By now, it appears, meritocracy had clearly been accepted by the Malay elite as well as Malay MPs, as the path for Malays to follow. What had to be done now was to set clear targets for the Malays to achieve, and to announce to the rest of the Singapore society, the path that Malays had chosen for themselves.

3.4 The 1970 seminar: ‘Malay participation in the national development of Singapore’

From 11\textsuperscript{th} to 13\textsuperscript{th} December, the seminar “Malay participation in national development of Singapore” was attended by many delegates from various Malay organizations as

\textsuperscript{66} \textit{Berita Harian}, 30\textsuperscript{th} October 1970.

\textsuperscript{67} \textit{Ibid.}
well as by non-Malays. As both non-Malays and Malays were present, the language used for the entire seminar was English. This choice of English exclusively disappointed some Malay organizations, but made sense in light of the aims of the seminar. The seminar was an official declaration by the Malays that they regarded themselves as part of Singapore society and would follow the ideology of this state. Using English instead of Malays' own language reinforced that message. The actual content of the seminar was reported in Malay translation by *Berita Harian*.69

Speakers at the seminar presented concrete aims for Malays to pursue in order to perform well in Singapore under meritocratic principles. The papers focused on three issues: education, employment, and housing and family. The opening speech was given by Sha'ari Tadin. Following this opening speech, a keynote address by Sharom Ahmat from the Malay Cultural Council was given on Malay problems in education. The first point of his speech displayed the ritualized elements of discourse already familiar from the presentations of other leaders dealing with the problems of Malays. This discourse firstly blamed the colonial control for the backwardness of the Malays.

"... part of the reason for Malays’ educational backwardness is British policy towards the Malays... Malay education was meant purely for the preservation and stability of the Malay traditional way of life. This indeed was the policy followed through the period of British rule." 70

As a historian himself, Sharom Ahmat carefully followed the history of Malay education. And he also created the usual chronological divide before and after 1959 when the PAP government gained power.

"We have the benefit of a government who understand the problems...The PAP government had shown sensitive awareness of Malay problems in their entirety. One fundamental philosophy of the government is the belief in the equality of citizens of all races, between educational and language groups.

69 *Berita Harian*, 11th, 12th, 14th, 15th, and 20th December 1970, and *Berita Minggu*, 13th December 1970.
70 Sharom & Wong eds., 1971, p6. [quote in original English]
Hence also the belief in equality of opportunity for education and employment.” 71

Sharom Ahmat does not mention here another type of possible equality for Malays, equality of outcomes, through affirmative action. Instead the government’s commitment to free competition under meritocracy is presented as the evidence of a caring state and its concern to maintain “equality.”

Despite this philosophy of the government, Sharom Ahmat declared that it does give special treatment to the Malays. This state support for Malay education gives them wonderful prospects for the future.

“In February 1960, the Government announced a scheme whereby all Malay students who were born in Singapore, or whose parents were Singapore citizens, and who were attending Government or Government aided secondary schools would be given free education. In addition, Malay students in the University of Malaya (now University of Singapore), or who would in future obtain admission to the Polytechnic and the University would get free higher education.” 72

This is the evidence of special treatment. It was now possible for Sharom Ahmat to declare that the special position of the Malays is honoured in Singapore. He reminds them that the government introduced Article 89 of the constitution, to enshrine the special position and treatment of the Malays based on their indigenous status, and stressed that it keeps its promises under that article:

“It is in accordance with the declared intention of this constitutional provision, that the government … decided to expand the opportunities open to Malays for secondary and tertiary education.” 73

After talking at length about how much the government supports Malays, Sharom Ahmat comes to the heart of the matter: the problem that the Malays are still not doing well in Singapore.

"The Malays, however, are far from being equal, and it is undesirable for one community to be more backward than others. The peace and well-being of the country demands that citizens of the various communities enjoy equally the amenities of life."\(^{74}\)

So, what is needed is for Malays to be equal to other ethnic groups. Not only is Malay backwardness painful to them, it threatens the stability and happiness of the whole country. Sharom Ahmat gives a concrete example of how Malays are backward in education:

"Despite what the Government has done, the benefits to Singapore Malays as measured by the number of Malays who have gained admission to, and graduated from university and technical institutes, remain negligible."\(^{75}\)

This sets a concrete target for Malays to aim for: to raise their figures of admission and graduation. And to achieve this, what they should do is not to hope for state affirmative action, but make their own efforts to overcome the current problems.

Sharom Ahmat also sets out five concrete steps that Malay organizations should take to help Malays catch up in education. Firstly, they should increase the number of scholarships they give to Malay students. Secondly, they should provide accommodation for Malay school students to take them away from their home environment. This would make it possible to monitor their health, diet, work habits, and general environment related to success in education. Thirdly, they should provide extra tuition classes for Malay students to help them with their lessons. Fourthly, they should provide Malay students with extra nutrition to help them develop their IQ. Lastly, they should set up a counselling service to help Malay children struggling with problems.

\(^{74}\) Sharom & Wong eds., 1971, p10.
\(^{75}\) Sharom & Wong eds., 1971, p11.
This list of steps by Sharom Ahmat carries a clear message – that it is up to Malays to help themselves. And Sharom Ahmat expresses this more explicitly too, saying “The Malays themselves must show they are willing to sweat and toil for improvement…”76 To sum up his speech, it declares a strong commitment on behalf of Malays to a path of meritocracy and a rejection of Bumiputra and further affirmative action.

Another paper from the seminar was also reported in Berita Harian. This paper was created to detect the problem of Malays in the economic sphere, and was titled “Singapore Malays and Employment Opportunities.”77 The Malay presenters, Athsani Kami and Ridzwan Dzafir, offered detailed statistics to show that Malays had a low employment rate compared to other ethnic groups and were concentrated in lower income jobs compared to those other groups. Athsani Kami and Ridzwan Dzafir offered three main reasons for Malay backwardness in these respects. Firstly, Malays lacked the academic qualifications and technical skills normally demanded by employers. 78 Secondly, Malay-medium education at schools provided inferior education for Malays in subjects such as mathematics and science. Therefore students tended to fail examinations in these subjects, excluding them from many opportunities for good jobs. Thirdly, the use of Malay as the medium of instruction in Malay schools disadvantaged students since a command of English was a key to higher education and good employment in Singapore.

As these presenters regarded Malays’ poor education as the cause of their employment problems, they predictably concluded that the only remedy was for Malays to become more highly educated:

“...for these employment problems to improve, Malays must acquire the required academic and technical qualifications, to equip themselves for better employment opportunities and have at least a fighting chance of entering higher types of occupations.”79
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The key question in terms of the competing ideologies is: how are Malays to do this? Is it the government’s job to help them become better educated? On this question the authors declared:

“It is recognized that while there can be some form of assistance to the Malays, it is up to the Malays to help themselves to improve their position. Undoubtedly, this can only be achieved through sheer hard work and perseverance.” 80

The authors accept that Malays can receive “some form of assistance”, alluding to the fact that Malays already received free education, and perhaps also implying that some degree of further help from the government would be acceptable as well. However, the point they make most strongly is that Malays must live by the logic of meritocracy. They are responsible for helping themselves – by hard work.

The authors close their paper by a remark that reinforces this idea:

In the final analysis, we would venture to say, without fear of being contradicted, that the Singapore Malays would wish not only to survive, but also to live in this highly competitive society of ours. 81

By calling Singapore “this highly competitive society of ours”, the authors are subtly but forcefully locating Malays as a part of Singapore. Malays too live under the Singapore system of free and open competition, and will not be content to achieve less than a decent life for themselves.

3.5 Conclusion

The story of this chapter is about steps by the Malays in finding their direction. Their direction became clearer as Malay leaders and members of organizations of various kinds gradually began to grope for a common way to realize their desire, and hopes for the future. By the end of this process, the Malays in Singapore were firmly on the

80 Sharom & Wong eds., 1971, p18.
81 Sharom & Wong eds., 1971, p18.
path of meritocracy. The goal set by Malay opinion-leaders for themselves and for the rest of the Malay society was to improve themselves and show they are decent Singaporeans. They have now reached the stage of identifying concrete targets and goals to pursue in order to improve themselves. The spelling out of those targets and goals in this landmark seminar of 1970 made it truly a turning point for Malays as a group in Singapore.

An understanding of the significance of this turning point was also expressed to me in a conversation with a Malay who had led an educational organisation in the 1970s. He told me:

“Before this seminar, we often said “habis lah.” It means in English, “we are finished”. After this seminar, we stopped being grumpy and decided to live in Singapore.”

Gradually we can see Malays, no longer only Malay MPs but increasingly other Malays as well coming to share an idea of their place in Singapore. Although this idea fits superbly well with the discourse directed at them by non-Malay state leaders, that does not mean that it is best understood as something imposed on them. They are choosing to embrace it out of their own desire to be accepted as the equal of other groups in Singapore – in other words, out of their own desire for happiness.

---

82 He led the Malay educational organization, 4PM (Malay Youth Literary Association) in the 1970s, and also worked for various other Malay/Muslim organizations.
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Chapter 4 Implanting “Change Attitudes”

"The issue at stake, however, is not whether we have changed enough or not. Changing attitudes can never end."[Malay MP Rahim Ishak, 1973]

In the previous chapter, we saw how a decision was made by Malay political and social leaders to comply with the ideology of meritocracy and to become able to make a contribution to the development of Singapore society under its logic, as other ethnic groups were already doing. This decision required the Malays to model themselves on those other ethnic groups who had already proved they were suitable and relevant to Singapore society.

In the 1970s, based on this desire to become a part of Singapore like other ethnic groups, politically engaged Malays created a campaign “Change Attitudes” (Ubah Sikap), and as a part of this campaign various seminars and forums were organized. Through these forums and seminars, a certain type of Malay agency was created. This chapter will examine the process of creating that agency. Firstly, it will clarify the stance of the government towards the Malays in the 1970s. Secondly, it will explain the concept of “Change Attitudes.” Thirdly, it will examine the various forums and seminars conducted under that name, to show how they enabled Malay leading figures of various types (including students) to present and perform a certain way-to-be to the rest of the Malay community. This agency created by “Change Attitudes” came to be performed by other Malays too as participants in newspaper forums or discussions, as well as consumed by the broader community of Malay newspaper readers. Performing the set of conducts that went under the name of “Change Attitudes” became a way for Malays to obtain temporary satisfaction by demonstrating tangible achievement that would be recognized by other groups and the government because it could be measured with statistics.

1 Berita Harian, 21st August 1973.
4.1 The stance of the government towards Malays in the 1970s

At the start of the 1970s, the Malays in Singapore had begun to be ingested into the Singapore society, as would-be members of the mainstream. This setting is ideal for the government to govern them by a hands-off approach. All it needs to do is to keep reminding them that they are not yet a part of decent Singapore society. This functions to delay the fulfilment of the Malays' desire, and so keep them striving towards it. The Minister of Foreign Affairs, S. Rajaratnam, played a steady role in this activity. For instance in a speech in April 1971, he urged the Malays to improve their backwardness. This was a speech to delegates from the Malay/Muslim organizations affiliated with the Central Cultural Council, including the Malay opposition party which had given its support to the Bumiputra special rights ideology during the constitutional meetings of the 1960s.

Under a large headline in *Berita Harian* "Malays urged to improve their position", Rajaratnam was reported as urging the Malays "to improve their quality in various fields, even thought they are small in numbers compared to other groups in this republic." Rajaratnam here was once again putting the Malays in competition with other ethnic groups, and cajoling them to prove they are decent Singaporeans by becoming as good as those groups. Rajaratnam also warned them against an isolationist attitude whereby they do not think of themselves as a part of the nation, saying:

"Small ethnic groups in Singapore have vested interests in this country, and that is why they have to think of their position in Singapore from such a point of view and in that context."

In his speech Rajaratnam also played the card of presenting himself as a member of a minority in Singapore too, an Indian, and therefore able "truly to feel all the problems faced by small ethnic groups in Singapore." By talking as someone from a group that is numerically even smaller than the Malays yet more successful than the Malays, he
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claims the right to mention the problems of the Malays rather than other ministers in the government. His presence saves Lee Kuan Yew who is from the most powerful and dominant group, the English-educated Chinese, from touching upon the issue of the Malays, which was considered a sensitive issue.

However, after the public seminar declaration of the Malays in 1970 that they would follow meritocracy ideology, in contrast to Malaysia’s path of implementing Bumiputra special rights, Lee Kuan Yew himself also made a clear statement about the direction of the Malays in Singapore. In 1972 he said,

“If the Malays in Singapore show that they want to become Singapore citizens, then I think the government of Singapore can persuade Singapore nationals to give more support to them. But if as a Malay you say, ‘I want to enjoy the prosperity and rapidly expanding economy of Singapore, but also want to enjoy special rights such as in Malaya or Malaysia’, then that is not rational.”

Here the government stance on the ideology of meritocracy and its application to the Malays is clearly shown to be unchanged since independence – and opposed to the ideology in Malaysia. Moreover, the government is putting the old challenge to the Malays again in the context of the 1970s: improve yourself if you want to be recognized as Singaporean. This means to Malays, “make efforts if you want to actualize your desire.”

4.2 Change Attitudes

In the case of a majority in society, as Ghassan Hage has argued, the distance between desire and actualization of that desire is created or controlled by the majority itself. Australian White nationalists need to create obstacles, in order to delay fulfilment of their dream of making Australia a White nation. The basic obstacle is migrants. In order to make their dream of creating a white Australia more meaningful, White nationalism can continually create more obstacles concerning migrants. The
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more difficult their desire is to achieve, the more meaningful it becomes. It is the white Australian majority who have the power to create and control the presence of obstacles in its own path.

What about the case of a minority, which itself is located as an obstacle, such as the Malays in Singapore? They are not in the position of creating the obstacles. They lost that chance when they accepted the state ideology, meritocracy. In other words, by choosing to try to become a part of the majority, they have been deprived of that privilege. In their case, it is power – pre-eminently the Singapore government – which can frustrate the actualization of Malays’ desire and hence keep them working hard toward attaining it.

The more Malays’ desires are frustrated, the more their craving to realize those desires can mount. Moreover, their efforts to achieve those desires cannot be directed to an outside entity, for it is Malays themselves who are labelled as an obstacle – to the enhancement of the productivity of Singapore. So Malays detect the problems within themselves instead. ‘Something is wrong with us, therefore we have to find it and fix it by ourselves.’ This decision is made willingly by Malays in order to make their desire or dreams come true. ‘Some day, we can stand as high as other ethnic groups.’

The logic of meritocracy wonderfully reinforces this critical gaze of self-diagnosis. By the logic of meritocracy, if one does not succeed it is his or her own fault. If your dream of achieving success like other ethnic groups in the Singapore society does not really come true, then it is due to your lack of effort or hard work. A voice echoes, telling Malays, “this problem is caused by you.” Or more provocatively, “if you want to prove yourself, do whatever it takes.” To make oneself change flexibly in order to suit the conditions is also a virtue under the doctrine of meritocracy promoted in Singapore. In this setting, nothing can stop Malays from laying themselves on the examination table to diagnose the ailments that prevent them from becoming healthy adults who can stand tall like people from the other ethnic groups. In order to become fully-fledged adults, to prove themselves, they are willing to find the problems and obstacles that make them less relevant to Singapore society. At this point, complicity between the powerful and the dominated is quietly and naturally completed. Their own desire – to become like the other ethnic groups who have already achieved
success in the Singapore society by the logic of meritocracy – is also what the state wants from their nationals. The two desires overlap neatly with each other.

“Change attitudes” (Ubah sikap) is a slogan created by Malay leaders soon after the landmark seminar of 1970, and this slogan was frequently used by Malays in the 1970s. In Singapore, when the government wants nationals to achieve something, it often creates a slogan and makes a special campaign. An example is its “Speak Mandarin” campaign to encourage Chinese Singaporeans to use Chinese language. However in this case Malays created the slogan “Change Attitudes” for themselves.

As for its definition, “Change Attitudes” is actually quite vague. From where and to where should Malays go, and what attitudes do they need to change? The goal at least is reasonably clear. From being weak, dependent, and backward as they were under either British colonial control or feudalistic governance under the Sultan, the Malays need to change toward becoming independent, modern, and self-supporting, like fully fledged adult human beings. However, regarding the “attitudes” that Malays need to discard or adopt in order to reach that goal there is no clear notion. And this very looseness in fact constitutes a brilliantly prepared setting. It means that any attitude can be put under self-examination and identified as a target of improvement. In short, the campaign of “Change Attitudes” demands total reform for the ultimate purpose of winning acceptance in mainstream Singapore society.

By working to make this desire come true, Malays create a certain type of agency. The agency created by “Change Attitudes” is one that performs this set of conducts: self-examination, detection of negative elements within oneself, and setting targets for self-improvement. The wide scope of this endeavour is reflected in a remark of the Malay MP Sha’ari Tadin:

“This issue of changing attitudes is not a simple, single issue. We have presently reached an issue of reform like the one experienced in Turkey by Mustafa Atakurk.”

7 Berita Harian, 29th November 1971.
Once this willing self-examination is started, it casts a constant curse on Malays by
making them pose a perpetual question to themselves about whether they are doing
well, as the remark below by a Malay journalist, A. Ghani Nasir, shows.

"When this phrase [Change Attitudes] echoes once again, we will surely ask
this question at once. ‘Haven’t the Malays changed their attitude yet?’ "

Malays examined and criticised themselves repeatedly to find out what they should fix
about themselves to become as successful as other ethnic groups who can follow
meritocracy and whatever else the government regards as good. While engaging in the
propaganda of “Change Attitudes,” the Malays themselves felt the purpose not only of
actualizing their dreams, but also of proving themselves to the rest of Singapore
society. The word “to prove” (membuktikan) was often used along with this set of
conducts.

4.3 Campaign of “Change Attitudes”

Over the two years of 1971 and 1972, the notion of “Change Attitudes” was
repeatedly presented through forums and seminars organized by Malay intellectuals
and social leaders. Through these seminars, Malays educated other Malays in the
virtue of ‘Change attitudes’ as a set of conducts to be performed by Malays and as a
direction for them to take.

4.3.1 The 1971 forums

One of the main organs of propaganda for performing and presenting “Change
Attitudes” to Malays was National University of Singapore (NUS) and the most
representative figure was the head of its Malay Studies department, Ma’arof Shalleh.
In 1971, the Malay Studies department of NUS conducted three forums to discuss the
‘Malay problem.’ These were conceived as part of the campaign for “changing
attitudes.” Through such seminars and forums, the term the “Malay problem”

(masalah Melayu) began to be used and become a standardised term in newspaper discourses.

In July 1971, the Malay Studies department of NUS ran a forum titled “The Malays in Singapore Today”. It invited two guest speakers: the president of the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union (KGMS), Sidek Saniff; and a sociologist from Cornell University, Stanley Bedlington. The forum “raised various ideas of participants about the weaknesses and the backwardness of the Malays here [in Singapore],” with a focus on “educational, economical, social, and political issues.” 10 Sidek Saniff asserted that “the issue of education seems the important factor for the Malays if they want to overcome their problems in the future.” 11 Bedlington put emphasis on Malays’ economic problems instead, although he acknowledged that education was also important if Malays were to improve. 12 The seminar reached the conclusion that “Malays must be able to stand by themselves in almost every field, including educational, economic, social and political fields”. 13 If Malays can do this, it also concluded, then “soon the new problems faced by the Malays can be overcome.” 14

Although the press did not give a detailed description of this seminar, some points emerge. Firstly, the Malays’ goal is depicted as an inevitable destination (“The Malays must be able to stand themselves”), while the very expression of this goal locates Malays as not yet fully fledged adults, still unable to stand by their own strength. It is also striking how loosely comprehensive the problems faced by Malays are, as diagnosed by the participants at the seminar. Their problems are perceived as covering all the areas of educational, economic, social and political issues. This loosely defined set of problems enables Malays to posit anything as a “problem” that causes their backwardness, and so postpones fulfilment of their desire. Malays are thus driven to work hard to fix problems detected by the gaze of self-examination in almost every field.

11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
In October 1971, another seminar about the ‘Malay problem’ was led and chaired by a handful of Malay students at National University of Singapore, with the support of its Malay Studies department. The title of the forum was “Change attitudes towards our success.” Here these young Malays presented their own opinions about Malays, in front of 300 university students and high school students attending the forum. As students at the national university, these Malays who led the forum belong to an elite group, expected to lead the Malays in the future. They provided a model of successful Malays, which served to enlighten the audience at this forum by showing other Malays that they too can perform like that.

Behind this seminar was a shared notion that the problems preventing Malays from becoming like other ethnic groups lay inside the Malays themselves. This notion was precisely summed up in the opening speech by a supporter of the forum, the head of the Malay Studies department, Ma’arof H. Salleh:

“Singapore is now busy carrying out economic development, urbanization and industrialisation, however the Malays are still practicing unhelpful attitudes [to national development], which is the main reason why they continue to be left behind.”

Without any debate, it thus became a keystone of the discussion at the forum that the situation of Malays was problematic (they were “left behind”) and that this was due to Malay attitudes. It was in order to discuss such problems, such obstacles to fulfilment of their desires, that the forum was organized. Following that opening speech by Ma’arof Salleh, the Malay students at National University of Singapore presented their own views about the problem of the Malay community.

The first speaker, Sa’adon Muhammad Som, started his talk with the remark that “The Malays, who are terribly behind other ethnic groups, need to change their own attitudes.” His critical gaze of self-examination leads him to interrogate the attitudes which are “unprofitable” (tidak menguntungkan) from the viewpoint of the current
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purpose of raising the Malays to as high a standard as other ethnic groups. The actual problems pointed out by him are as follows:

“To achieve development, the Malays first of all should stop old traditions, namely, wasting more money than they can afford and buying household goods, clothes, and objects of entertainment ... [Malays make] a big thing out of celebratory feasts. Such things need to be changed... Apart from this, it can be said that in order to improve their standard of living, the Malays need to banish one unhelpful notion, that of satisfying themselves with saying, “no matter what happens, we do not want to tackle problems.” And they have practically no attitude of making themselves independent.”

Here, a habit of extravagance and an overly relaxed way of leaving problems unsolved without doing anything are detected as problems. But those are not the only ones. The type of wife that a Malay man chooses is also scrutinised and detected as a problem.

“Some Malays cannot improve their standard of living if they have a wife who did not come from the house of her parents, or a wife whose parents still control her when she has already become a wife and now has her own life.”

Sa’adon Muhammad Som warns here that girls who have developed loose moral standards by living outside their parents’ house before marrying, and girls who are dominated by their parents, are both useless as modern Singaporean wives. He also offers a more general opinion on what Malays must do to overcome their weaknesses: gain a stronger economic position where they can have high hopes of good employment prospects. And he offers a final piece of advice to Malays in order for them to make their future a dynamic and active one: “Don’t engage in useless activities.”

This disconnected array of problems detected by Sa’adon Muhammad Som shows how anything can be labelled as a problem by the gaze of self-examination. Malays’
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extravagance, their relaxed way of leaving problems unsolved, their unwise choices of marriage partner, and their way of spending time in futile pursuits are all diagnosed as problems within Malays that need to be fixed.

The second NUS student who spoke at the forum was Juriah Sukaim, a student of accounting. She mentioned her share of unfulfilled desires in her speech, too:

"We need graduates at a high level, who can raise up the Malays and this country. ... We must not let ourselves be left behind in education, employment, development of the national economy, and standard of living." 21

What makes the critical gaze of self-examination more effective here is the familiar frame of comparing the Malays with other ethnic groups. Measuring Malays against more successful people makes it easier to visualize how backward the Malays are, which also make it easier to detect the problems with them. She continues:

"We need to change our attitude of "It doesn’t matter" [Tidak mengapa], and of leaving our destiny to God without making a single scrap of effort for ourselves. Instead, [we need to] replace that with an attitude of trying and making an effort." 22

And she adds:

"One attitude lacking among the Malays is the entrepreneurial spirit, or spirit of initiative to try fields untouched by Malays in the past." 23

Here the student speaker criticises Malays' passive mentality and inert behaviour based on that mentality. As a winner in society herself, she poses a question to the other Malays: why can't you work hard? And she refuses to let the Malays use their poverty as an excuse for their backwardness, by reminding them that they receive free education, drawing on a theme common in the rhetoric of the Malay MPs:

21 Berita Harian, 4th October 1971.
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“Malay students receive free education from the primary to university level. Therefore, poverty should not become a factor in our impediments [in education].”  

Based on that analysis, she concludes that “the Malays themselves must demonstrate that they are seriously ready to work hard to improve themselves, by themselves.”

A third student speaker, Arshad bin Sehan, touched upon the attitudes of parents as a possible problem for Malays. He said that Malay parents must:

“... pay attention to their children, not only in a sense that they provide food, but also by being connected with their children, and encouraging them so that they can achieve success... Parents need to create a study time table for their children, so that the children can study in a systematic way.”

And the last speaker, Mohamad Amin Sidik, expressed his desire in a straightforward way, saying “Each of us must have attitudes like the other ethnic groups.”

At this forum, “Change Attitudes” as a set of conducts was fully expounded. Despite the apparently diverse choice of topics, a fundamental shared notion about the Malay situation prevailed: that Malays must examine the problems within which block them from achieving their desires. The gaze of self-examination can capture anything under its consideration. Living self-indulgently, following old customs, making unwise marriage choices, being passive, not being close enough to one’s children, being insufficiently like other ethnic groups, were among the factors detected as the causes of the disease and nominated as targets for the cure.

In December 1971 another forum was held, titled “Adapting the Malays to urbanization and industrialization”. It was hosted by the Malay Studies department at National University of Singapore. The three presenters were: the head of the Malay
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Studies department itself, Ma’arof Salleh; the president of The Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union, Sidek Saniff; and a Malay newspaper journalist, Hussein Jahidin.  

This seminar was largely another occasion to parade the set of conducts of “Change Attitudes” – although with one interesting exception, the speech of Hussein Jahidin.

Sidek Saniff exemplified the usual set of conducts by detecting a problem in the attitude of Malay organisations. He claimed that they chose the wrong field of activity, by focusing too exclusively on cultural issues. He urged them to be active not only in the cultural issues but also in social, economic, and educational fields, to enable Malays to develop effectively.

However, the journalist Hussein Jahidin expressed a view that contrasted with the familiar pattern of “Change Attitudes”. He emphasised the achievements already made by the Malays up to that point, and asked why it is that Malays cannot acknowledge such changes.

“It was suggested to Malays that they move from Kampong [urban slum] houses into HDB flats. This proposal has been carried out, and the majority of the Malays now live in HDB flats. Then the Malays were advised to work in industrial sectors. It cannot be denied that many Malays now do work in the industrial sectors ... It seems to be untrue that the Malays have not changed their attitudes and that they have not managed to adapt themselves [to the current situation in Singapore]. What has yet to be attained by the Malay society is that degree of change desired by intellectuals and those others who are making appeals, urges, and suggestions.”  

This comment is significant and insightful. It precisely points out that “Change Attitudes” involves lack of appreciation for how much Malays have achieved. Housing and employment for Malays were both targeted as problems in the goals set by the landmark seminar in 1970. And in both areas, the Malays were already progressing well towards those declared goals. But no matter what is achieved by the
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Malays, it is never considered satisfactory because Malay academics and other leaders set the standard, and they simply keep urging the Malays to match the achievements of the other ethnic groups.

After criticising the ‘ivory tower’ approach of intellectuals who were setting the “Change Attitudes” agenda, Hussien Jahidin added, “Let us suggest a different way”. His proposal was for Malay academics and other leaders to “meet face to face with [ordinary] Malays and together seek solutions to the problems they face”.

Hussein Jahidin’s practical and down-to-earth stance was apparently not sufficiently dynamic for Ma’arof Salleh. He returned to the usual pattern of conducts of “Change Attitudes”, that is, self-examination by Malays, leading to detection of problems and setting the target of eradicating them. Under Ma’arof Salleh’s gaze of self-examination, the first problem detected was Malays’ inability to select the attitudes most conducive to achieving success in Singapore.

“As people living in an urbanized and industrialized society, our people must know the priority of their attitudes, in order to pursue their development. Development is achieved by those who are smart at evaluating suitable attitudes.”

In his eyes, the Malays are still left outside of the Singapore society. The cause of their disease is again their mentality; their lack of zest to make themselves as relevant as other ethnic groups. In short, his diagnosis problematises the Malays because they are not working hard enough to improve themselves. He asks: why can’t you make it happen more quickly, by throwing away outdated irrelevant attitudes and adopting ones suitable to the modern nation you are in? The target is thus set: what the Malays have to work hard at now is repairing their mentality. They must gain the spirit of making themselves relevant to Singapore.

Ma’arof Salleh also criticised the Malays on the ground that they still had not achieved a standard of living as high as the other ethnic groups. This seems to
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illustrate the attitude of Malay intellectuals that Hussein Jahidin had just criticised. It is only within this framework of comparing Malays with the other ethnic groups, that the Malays’ achievements can be denied. But this firm ground is not questioned nor should be questioned. By Ma’arof Salleh’s gaze of self-examination, it is not important how much has been done by the Malays by their own standards. The issue at stake is how close the Malay can get to their ideal models. Just to improve is not good enough. The gaze of self-examination captures the pace and level of that improvement too, and sets it as a problem that needs fixing.

Ma’arof Salleh concluded his argument by saying, “The Malays will be successful if they truly know the value of change by giving priority to it.\(^3\) Here he once again pinpoints the Malay mentality as a problem. They do not understand yet how vital it is to change their attitudes and behaviour. They must make it a higher priority to change themselves if they are to succeed.

4.3.2 The 1972 forums

The next year, two forums were conducted to expound the set of the conduct of “Change Attitudes”, and to expose other Malays to this performance. In January 1972, a forum titled “Participation of the Malays in national development” was organized by the Cultural department of the Central Council of Malay Cultural Organizations, Singapore (Majlis Pusat). Presenters included several Malay academics and social leaders, such as Firdaus binti Haji Akib from the Malay language department of the National University of Singapore. Another presenter was Stanley Bedlington who was now at that university’s Institute of Southeast Asian Studies.\(^4\)

The conclusions of the forum are summed up in the headline of an article in *Berita Harian*, reading “There is participation by Malays in Singapore’s development, but still slight.”\(^5\) This forum was held only about a year after the landmark seminar of December 1970. However the participants were still expressing frustration at the unsatisfactory results achieved by Malays.

\(^3\) *Ibid.*

\(^4\) *Berita Harian*, 14\(^{th}\) January 1972. The Malay newspaper journalist Hussein Jahidin was another organizer.

\(^5\) *Berita Harian*, 14\(^{th}\) January 1972.
Some speakers at this forum highlighted the "limited" extent of participation of the Malays in national development. As Ma’arof Shalleh had pointedly observed in the Malay Studies forum, it is not good enough to see that Malays are participating, the issue at stake now becomes whether they do it as much as the other groups. Firdaus binti Haji Akib from the National University of Singapore illustrated this gaze when she remarked:

"The Malays are working in the industrial sector and in factories, however, they only work as blue-collar workers ..." 36

Although Malays are now actively participating in industry, her scrutiny still manages to capture a problem, showing how the scope of potential problems to be detected can be expanded as necessary.

Another speaker, Ramli bin Hamid from Singapore Youth Association, 37 also chose to focus on the limits to Malay’s participation in development. He acknowledged that their participation could be clearly seen in the fields of culture and social issues, however, he objected that "the more important fields are economy, politics, and education" 38, adding:

"Lack of the participation by Malays in the economy and in education is the reason why the Malays in Singapore still have not developed on a comprehensive scale. 39

Like Ma’arof Salleh earlier, Ramli bin Hamid here identifies the flaw in Malays that they are unable to set the right priorities and choose what is most important for them – although the details are quite different in each case.

36 Ibid.
37 Ibid. The nature of the organization, for example, whether it was affiliated with NUS, is not clear from the article. It refers to it only as Angkatan Belia Singapura.
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Further self-examination by Ramli detects another problem: a tendency amongst Malays to avoid responsibility by making colonial control a convenient scapegoat for their backwardness:

“We Malays blame British colonial control for causing our backwardness. Since 1959, when our nation first succeeded in building its own government, we have been unable to abolish that basic notion from earlier times, that colonial policy is the cause of our backwardness.” ⁴⁰

“We must accept the fact that our weakness and backwardness is our own fault. It is we ourselves who do not want to pursue a direction towards the development which characterises life in this industrial and urbanized society.” ⁴¹

Colonial control had sometimes been cited by Malay leaders to explain the backward situation of the Malays, but now that very attitude - of blaming colonial control in order to avoid the naked fact that it is all our own fault - is itself identified as a problem in need of fixing. The focus should not be on any historical circumstances, but on contemporary striving.

“The Malays must have the attitude of wanting to strive to improve their own destiny, and of wanting to join in [with the other groups] to play an active role in economic, business, political, educational, and social activities.” ⁴²

Malays must wish to match the activity of other groups in virtually every way. After all, few areas of life lie outside the spheres of economy, business, political, educational and social activities mentioned here by Ramli bin Hamid.

Another (unnamed) speaker also continued this comparison of Malays with the other ethnic groups, saying that the Malays must work hard to be more like them.

⁴⁰ Berita Harian, 14th January 1972.
⁴¹ Ibid.
⁴² Ibid.
"...we Malays must have a strong spirit, and in every era we must work hard to improve our lives, so that we too can proudly play our role in developing our nation, along with other ethnic groups. Our generation will then be honoured by later generations." 43

The desire to become like the other ethnic groups is after all the hope, or perhaps ideal imaginary picture, that motivates Malays to perform "Change Attitudes" continually.

Another forum, titled "New values applied by Malays," was held in December 1972 at National University of Singapore. It was organised jointly by the Malay Language Association and the Islamic Association at National University of Singapore and held at the University. 44 In this forum, the Malays were again critically examined. The main problems detected this time concerned the Malay mentality: they had not yet achieved modernization psychologically.

Once again, the priorities of Malays were criticised. Berita Harian reports that participants found fault with Malays' tendency to give religious values priority over economic values. This rather old-fashioned tendency made Malays less competitive than the Chinese in business sectors. 45 Secondly, their slowness in adopting new values was identified as a problem. One speaker argued:

In fact the Malays are only involved in old currents [of thought]. Because of that, whenever they change, they only manage to obtain changes which are not really important for them." 46

In this analysis, the Malays lack the right state of mind to perform "Change Attitudes" properly, to make themselves suitable to Singapore society. This requires changing flexibly and efficiently, in step with changing demands. If Malays remain basically attached to old ways of thinking, then even if they do manage to change in some ways,

43 Ibid.
44 Ibid. The nature of these two organizations, for example, whether they were affiliated with NUS, is not clear from the article. It refers to them only as Persekutuan Bahasa Melayu and Persekutuan Islam.
45 Berita Harian, 11th December 1972.
46 Berita Harian, 11th December 1972.
those changes will never be in step with what is needed. They will never be able to keep up. In line with that analysis, the forum concluded that:

“Modernization is practiced by the Malays only “from the outside,” while their mentality is still not modern.”

Malays were also set targets for their own conduct in order to eradicate those problems. They were told at the forum that they must “become good at adjusting yourself to change” and that Malays “must make efforts until they can prove that they have changed not only materially but also mentally.”

During these years of 1971 and 1972, then, a host of forums and seminars were held under the name of “Change Attitudes”. The elite opinion-makers who organized these events and spoke at them were propagandising an exemplary set of conducts under this slogan. They were urging their fellow Malays to detect problems within themselves that stopped them competing successfully with other ethnic groups and to set these problems as targets for improvement. As the same time, the presenters were publicly modelling this very set of conducts of “Change Attitudes.” These presenters were Malays who were criticising Malays and thus, ostensibly, at least, themselves in the process. They were demonstrating the practice of tough ‘self’-scrutiny and dynamic setting of targets for ‘self’-improvement. This was how other Malays should behave too.

4.4 The endless attempt

In the wake of those forums and seminars, “Change Attitudes” was also repeatedly discussed in the Malay newspaper *Berita Harian*, as another means of detecting the problems of the Malays, and of posing the question to Malays of how much they had changed attitudes over different issues. In November 1973, an article titled “Priorities of the Malays” examined how bad the Malays are at making the right priorities and choices, by introducing the opinions and analysis of several high-profile Malay figures.
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The Malay MP, Sha’ari Tadin, interviewed for the article, criticized the Malay women’s way of spending money.

“Although some Malays are at the lowest economic level, they manage to buy various sorts of expensive clothes which the other groups cannot afford. What they regard as significant among their priorities is showy clothes and a lifestyle which can be disadvantageous to them. A [Malay] working woman might use 80% or more of her income on buying expensive clothes, so there is no money left to be used for education at night school, or to be saved for future need … the issues of living standard, and of thrift, need strong discipline.”  

In the same article in *Berita Harian* the secretary of the Singapore Malay Teachers’ Union, Mamat Samat, similarly criticized the Malays’ extravagant life style.

“Most Malays put a priority on decorations for the home, beautiful expensive clothes, and big feasts, and they waste [the budget for] their children’s education. This is surely a very clear example of a mental attitude which is hardly appropriate, and which is dangerous.”  

Here we see again how the broad sweep of “Change Attitudes” allows practically any attitude of Malays to be identified as a problem that needs fixing.

In August 1973, the Malay MP Rahim Ishak was also interviewed in *Berita Harian* to explain his notion of “Change Attitudes.” Rahim Ishak’s remarks were presented as a response to argument in the wider society about whether the Malays had already changed their attitudes to make themselves suitable to the developed, industrialized, and urbanized Singapore.  

“In my opinion, this [development of Malays] has already started. The evidence indeed exists. And I myself have that impression too. But in the context of a multi-racial society like Singapore, it is obligatory for us to
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approach the matter of development from the perspective of comparing the various ethnic groups. For that reason, the issue of the Malays' backwardness cannot be considered in isolation.”

Here Rahim Ishak presents it as a simple reality that the Malays are deprived of the power to set the criteria for judging the value of their own conduct. Their achievements must be measured in comparative terms – that is inevitable.

He then explained that in such a situation, the Malays have no choice but to continue changing attitudes:

“It is clear that our attitudes have already changed in various fields of our lives. The issue at stake, however, is not whether we have changed enough or not. Changing attitudes can never end. More important is whether the process of changing attitudes by Malays follows the flow of development actively taking place in the constructive atmosphere which pervades Singapore.”

Here Rahim Ishak effectively reveals the essence of “Change Attitudes”: a set of conducts under that name can never end. Malays must change their attitudes to suit themselves to the development of Singapore. And so as long as their model keeps changing, Malays must perpetually keep in step by changing themselves with each shift.

Changing attitudes to suit the development of Singapore is not only endless. Rahim Ishak reminds Malays also that “the process of changing attitudes embraces many aspects of life”. Again we see here how the notion of “Change Attitudes” is a conveniently loose concept; indeed a vast one. It can cover attitudes to do with anything. Rahim Ishak gives one example to show how the concept can be turned in any specified direction that suits the priorities of the day, telling Malays it includes:

“... inspiring our children to study mechanics and science, and to take part continually in the development of industrialization as fitters, mechanics,
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technicians, or engineers. There is a lot of evidence for this. Parents and students are aware of this.”

Rahim Ishak’s remarks capture well the essence of the set of conducts called “Change Attitudes.” Firstly, it never ends, and secondly, it can embrace anything. For the Malays, it is a perpetual project of self-examination and self-improvement in every aspect of life, to make themselves suitable for Singapore society.

4.5 Consuming and reproducing ‘Change Attitudes’

As well as consuming the set of conducts of “Change Attitudes” expounded by various Malay leading figures, or winners; other Malays reproduced that pattern of behaviour themselves through forums in Berita Harian. The sections of that newspaper called ‘Forum’, or ‘Issue of the Week’ were places for letters from readers. These discourses show how ordinary readers were producing their own opinions in line with the model discourses produced by Malay leading figures. By doing so, they too presented the set of the conducts under the name of “changing attitudes.”

A letter by a reader using the pen name Anak Singapura (literally, ‘Child of Singapore’), in the ‘Forum’ section of Berita Harian in May 1972, defines the context.

“If we show that the Malays are disorganised and weak, and that we have no discipline but only want to ask and ask for things, then other people will find us apathetic ...let us show that we Malays in Singapore are one community, which is truly serious and wants to play a role in developing Singapore now as well as in the future.”

‘Child of Singapore’ here wants to prove that the Malays are not under the bumiputra ideology of affirmative action any more but rather are willing to contribute to Singapore’s development. Such willingness lets this person practise self-examination and detect several problems of Malays, such as being weak and undisciplined, only asking for handouts.
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Another reader’s letter in October 1972, titled “The Malays must change and correct themselves,” also performs the gaze of self-examination and concludes that Malays have a lot of changing to do – both in attitudes and conduct.

“… the Malays must change, in order to prove to non-Malays that they are serious people who truly want to stand on their own feet.”

“The Malay themselves must change their situation, change all behaviours and conditions of their life which bind them and obstruct them from seeking improvement. Among other things, we Malays must know and try to help ourselves, before we can ask help from other people.”

In this letter, Malays are urged to prove themselves and their desire to establish themselves in Singapore society. And to do this, it seems, they must fix almost everything about themselves.

Another letter to the ‘Forum’ section in July 1972 illustrates the same notion: let’s fix everything. The writer, a Mohd Amin Yusoff, is a banker and is concerned especially that Malays are not active enough in the economy and in business. His self-examination takes place within the familiar comparative frame. He explains: “Discussing the economic performance of Malays must be done from a relative viewpoint, namely, we must compare ourselves with the situation of other groups”. And he lays the blame on a variety of Malay attitudes, such as “wasting money, always being dependent, lacking aggression, being reluctant and shy, and so forth”. He then appeals to Malays to correct their mentality, saying “If we want to be as competitive as other groups, then we are forced to change those types of attitudes.”

In mid-1973 S. Rajaratnam made the pointed remark that minority groups must work harder than the majority to establish a place for themselves within the economy. When
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this was reported by *Berita Harian*, several readers sent letters in response. One, a
Harun bin Abdullah, stressed the efforts that Malays are making already:

“The Malays have already accepted “meritocracy” proposed by the
government. In addition they are now working harder, as that is one way to
achieve development.”

So he believes Malays are already showing the right spirit. He is confident
furthermore that this will enable them to achieve their desire to become a part of
Singapore:

“I myself say that the Malays in Singapore believe that we will be a part of this
nation in future. The process of adapting to life in urbanized society is indeed
taking place and I am sure that the result will come.”

However responses by other Malay readers to Rajaratnam’s remark were more critical
of the Malays themselves. One, using the pen name “Dynamic Girl,” demonstrated her
willingness to become a true Singaporean by posing critical questions and negative
comparisons with other groups.

“How many Malays are indeed aware of this issue [of the ‘Malay problem’]? We must model our own behaviour on that of other minorities who produce intellectuals within Singapore society... Look just at Indians, and Sikhs. Truly, those groups are smaller than the Malays, but they are what we could call
dynamic minority groups, and they are not defeated by the [Chinese] majority
in competitive life.”

Another commentary on “Change Attitudes” was offered in an April 1973 edition of
*Berita Harian*. In its ‘Issue of the week’ section, looking back at various attempts by
Malays to perform “Change Attitudes”, *Berita Harian* concluded that the Malays were
willing to participate in Singapore’s development.
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“Changing attitudes of the Malays in Singapore is not a new issue. It has already been discussed seriously in forums, discussions and seminars organized by many cultural and educational organizations. In these discussions, the issue has not been about whether Malays want to change or not. It is possible to say that all the discussions agreed that the Malays need to follow the currents of development in Singapore today, if they wish to improve and to play an active role as the other nationals play in establishing this country.”

This signals that there was by now little question among Malay opinion-makers and other politically engaged Malays over whether the Malays need to examine themselves critically in order to change. This is no longer the question to be asked. “Change attitudes” has been absorbed, digested by these Malays and made an imperative.

For such Malays, exercising a set of conducts under the name of "Change Attitudes" designed by them in order to catch up with the Singapore society apparently became a way of obtaining satisfaction. This could happen whenever they achieved measurable improvement in statistical terms. And while enjoying those quantifiable achievements, they can also postpone definitive fulfilment of their dreams and desires by demanding ever more achievements from themselves. An article in Berita Harian by a Malay journalist A. Ghani Nasir, titled “The Malays experience the wave of an era of change” gives credit to the Malays for their achievements. He declares that “many successes have been achieved in education, employment and socio-economic fields.”

Ghani Nasir feels proud of those successes and of how Malays have managed to change their attitudes to adapt to Singapore society:

“It can be said that the Malays have carefully followed and been involved in each current of change and development made in tandem with the policies of the government. Their successes over the past ten years in terms of employment and education are encouraging, and clearly show an awareness by
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Malays about the opportunities that have been laid out widely in front of them in those fields."\textsuperscript{65}

The Malays can enjoy pride in what they have accomplished so far. However, Ghani Nasir did not forget to evaluate their performance in comparison with that of other ethnic groups, as after all Malays do not have the power to make the final judgement about their own achievements.

"The results of a survey also show that 39\% of Malays believe that their life today is far better than it was ten years ago. However, if compared to other ethnic groups, it is clear that this percentage is lower, because 40\% of Chinese state that their life now is far better than 10 years ago. 44\% of Indians stated the same thing ..."\textsuperscript{66}

The difference in percentage among the three groups is in fact small. The point here is not about how much the Malays are lagging behind. It is about the fact that the Malays are still somehow lagging behind the other ethnic groups. This narrow difference is used to prove the backwardness of the Malays. A gaze of self-examination does not let this gap in percentage points slip by unnoticed. This gaze can capture any problems.

And Ghani Nasir shows how the perception of such a gap can stimulate Malays to engage further in the set of conducts of "Change Attitudes":

"After achieving greater success in employment and education, 60.6\% of Malays stated that they are still not yet satisfied with all their successes so far. The majority of Malays are [therefore] aware that they must take steps and work hard to improve their standard of living. And the result of the survey further shows that 36\% of Malays are certain that they can take action and work hard to achieve the higher standard of living enjoyed [by other Singaporeans] today."\textsuperscript{67}

\textsuperscript{65} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{66} Berita Minggu, 16\textsuperscript{th} March 1975.
\textsuperscript{67} Ibid.
Unlike the Malays of earlier decades, then, the Malays of today who are engaged in “Change Attitudes” are willing to prove themselves in Singapore society. They can take action, to pursue their dreams.

4.6 Conclusion

“Change attitudes” enabled Malays to absorb a set of conducts, namely, examining themselves, detecting problems within themselves, and setting those problems as targets for fixing. It thus enabled them to gain an agency that performed that set of conducts. They performed “Change Attitudes” in order to actualize their desire to become as good as other ethnic groups. That desire was the motive of the Malays’ agency, and “Change Attitudes” provided Malays with a way of constantly seeking and detecting obstacles delaying its fulfilment, and so sustaining their positive agency. Malays gained additional satisfaction from such conduct when it resulted in measurable achievement. This became the-way-to-be for the Malays. It is something meaningful and positive for them. However their satisfaction or pride cannot be absolute because their achievement must be measured in a comparative frame. The irony here is that the power to make a final judgement about their achievement is not their own – it belongs to the non-Malays. So, while they may feel temporary satisfaction, their hard work will continue until someone else says, “okay ah. Good lah.”

In 1976, the Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew himself gave credit to the Malays in his speech. He praised them for their readiness to adapt to Singapore society.

“How quickly the Malays here adjust themselves to the changing way of life in Singapore – it is truly satisfying for everyone.”

Their achievements through the campaign of “Change Attitudes” were thus recognized and valued by no other than Lee Kuan Yew. This temporary recognition given to the Malays by other ethnic groups, in particular by the Prime Minister, was reported using the entire page of Berita Harian.
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However, this lull was short-lived. It lasted only until the government prepared new challenges that Malays could embrace, at the start of the 1980s.